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Bru: William J. Of reks, Acting Executive Director./ - .

for Operations

Suciect: ACRS REDORT TO CCNGRESS, " REVIEW ANC EVALUAT!CN CF THE
NRC SAFETY RESEARCH PROGRAM FOR ?! SCAL YEAR 158'., NUREG-06E7"

.our:cse: 70 inform ne Commission of RE5 : mments and res:cnses to
:ne ACRS rec:mmencations containec in :ne su ject recort.

Of seussion: he Congress requires :ne Acvisory C =mittee en Reactor
Safeguarcs (ACRS) :: su mit annually a recor: .c Congress en
tne NRC's reactor safety researen program. This recor: is a
catailed review cf :ne Office of Nuclear Regula cry Researen's
safety researen progr.an anc incluces not only a tecnnical
review of programs, cut also ::=ents on ne leel of funding
for eacn program. This is the thirc annual recort of nis tyce..

This e:cr. series is different from :ne annual ACRS review of
:ne RES Oueget, ne firs Of wni:n was sen: Oc :ne NRC
C:mmissioners in July 1979 (NUREG-0505).

The ACRS, n instructions from C ngress, attem: ed to price-
iti:e ne entire safety researen cregram in :nis re crt;
however, assigment of =rierities among cecision units was fcucc
to e cifficult. Never.neless, ne ACRS cid assign priorities
in several aren. Dr gram areas of nignest imocriance are
indicated cy r,c;;estec cnanges in :ne levei of funcing rec:m-
menced cy ne ..CRS. The RES Director and RE5 staff ::ncur with
:ne princical findings anc rec mmencations in Chacter 1, and
are in general agreement with ACRS's ::mments anc priorities;
newever, .nere are seme areas of disagreement.

?c11: wing is a ciscussion of ne ACRS' ma.'or fincings anc
ec:=encec areas for new cirections *nien are su=ari:ec in

Cha :ers ' anc 2 f :ne e:ces. :nciucec in nis :iscussion
are RE5's c:=ents :n imocr: ant areas ' :isagreement. The !'

e :!:sure :: tnis inf:r .ation Oa:er in !uces a leng:ny
:iscussion of ali :ne ACRS ec:mmen=attens anc ::=ents in
NUREG-0c57, inclucing for ::meleteness some 1 ems cisenssed
in :nis .::vering :a:er,
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1. The ACRS emphasizes three research areas related to the

accident at TMI-2 that they feel warrant greater emphasis
than is currently planned by the NRC staff. These areas
are: (f) studies of the courses of serious accidents;
(ii) studies of molten core retention and steam explosions; -

and (iii) studies of plant operations and of systems
behavior, particularly in various stages of post shutdown
heat removal.

!

(i) RES agrees with the ACRS that these three areas warrant
greater emphasis. We are increasing the effort on programs
related to understanding the phenomena important to assessing
the course of postulated core melt accident sequences,
including interactions of molten core saterials with plant
structures and with residual water. To study the course
of high risk and probable accident sequences, RES has
initiated programs at INEL, LASL, and ORNL. These programs
will analyze the multiple failures, including operator -

actions, leading to core damage in reac*cr accident
sequences. This effort will provide analyses of the risk
,do' inant accident sequences identified by the Intarima
Reliacility Evsluation program (IREP). In addition, the
effort will address system interactions and man /sachine
intervention for accident mitigation and recovery.
Recommended design incrovements and suggested changes or
additions to operating procedures, which will recuce the
risk by mitigating or delaying the consequences, will be a
major product of these studies.

|
Even with these important new programs, we in the RES
staff continue to be concerned that the response is*

inadequate. We are now engaged in developing our FY82
budget plans, and in the course of this effort we are
identifying some areas that say not be sufficiently
addressed in our present FY20 program and FYS1 plans. We
will study these carefully, and we expect to meet with the
ACRS soon to go over our present plans and get their reactions.

(ii) RES has recantly develoced a long range program plan for
fuel melt research. This plan, wnica has matured signifi-
cantly in the last couple of months (since the ACRS review),
is, in our view, more responsive now to the ACRS concarns in
NUREC-0657 than our earlier plans. Our present plan
incorporates efforts on core melt accidents being performed
within both the Water Reactor Safety Researen and Advanced

{
,

,

| Reactor Safety Researen areas, along with ne imoroved
[ reactor safety researen work and crobauflistic risk
j assessment work sponsored by the Probacilistic Analysis
| Staff (PAS). This long range fuel melt researen program

plan will orovide the basis for reorientation of existing
efforts and recuired budget dacisions in FY 1981 and FY
1982. The fuel melt program is ceing coordinated witn NRR

|
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under the TMI Action Plan and will be reviewed with the
ACRS in the next few months. More detailed discussions of
our current plans in tne steam explosion and core retention
area are included in the enclosure in the response to ACRS
Comment 6.3.4

,

(iii) RES agrees that more emphasis should be given to the
operational aspects of reactor safetf, and we are
developing a comprehensive program plan for research in
this area which we expect to be able to discuss with the
ACRS in the coming months. Part of the basis for develooing
a systematic research program in coerational safety will be

- derived from studies now being performed under two new NRC
programs. The Interim Reliability Evaluation Program is
assessing wnich failures are most likely to lead to
serious accidents. The newly formed NRC Office of
Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data is identifying
and evaluating failures and coerational proolems as they !

occur. The consideration of wnich fa11uros are incertant,
along with what failures are occurring, will clarify
priorities for a systematic research program in operational
safety. , e believe that these efforts respond acequately toW

the ACRS concern, althougn in some ways we are just as
frustrated as the Committee about how long it seems to take
to put together new programs.

The ACRS recommenced that a new research program be
established in systems behavior and interaction wnien
includes an intercisciplinary approach to safety researen.
RES agrees that a program of this nature is needed and.

that we have not movec as fast as the ACRS believes is
warranted. The planning and imolementation of this new
program will be a high priority matter for RES in the
coming months.

2. Test results from the Two Looo Test Apparatus (TLTA) have
been translated directly to prediction of the cenavior of ;

full-scale BWRs. The ACRS believes that this translatien )to full-scale SWRs is unfortunate anc a misuse of the ;

results. The Committee feels that the scaling benavior in )
TLTA has not been acecuately analy:ed and using it to predic- !
the performance of full-scale systems can be quite misleading. .

The ACRS urges strongly that results from this facility not I
be infected into the licensing cath. The ACRS objects, in
particular, to the series of small break tests procosec to
answer cuestions raised by the accident at THI-2. According i

| to the ACRS, the limits of acchcanility of TLTA test results
to full scale plants shoulc be considered carefully in aavance

| of any such tests, and tne test results themselves shoulc te
!

1
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used for their contributions to code development and to
the understanding of the essential physical phenomena.
While TLTA has received some upgrade, the ACRS believes
that an extensive, further upgrade is necessary and urges -

that this be pursued.

The RES response is as follows: RES has previously noted
that TLTA is a scaled facility and, as such, has scaling
compromises which limit its simulation capability. Since
the TLTA has historically been used tv investigate the
blowdown pnase of a SWR 1arge LOCA, the facility has been
constructed to minimize scaling deficiencies important to
the blowdown phase. Cartain facility featu.aes necessary
for good blowdown phase simulation prevent adequate simu-
lation of other parts of the small break LOCA transient and
other non-LOCA transients.

The small break tests were originally designed as scoping
tasts which would have been used to identify scaling
deficiencies for small break simulation. The approaca has
changed significantly. Calculational studies were used to
identify anticipated simulation deficiencies and to aid in
planning a test program wnich would minimize, if possible,
some of the deficiencies. A numoer of scaling problems
were identified and it was determined that wnile data
usaful for code assessment would be obtained, the tests
would not simulata the exoected SkR transient. These
findings were transmitted to NRR prior to the start of the
test series (lettar from Sullivan to Ros: toc:y datec
12/20/79, "TLTA Small 3reak Test"). We agree with the.

ACRS conclusion that the results of the TLTA small break
tests should not be applied directly to SWR analysis.

We know that the current Two Loop Test Accaratus (TLTA) has
facility limitations wnich prevent testing of the entira
large LOCA transient. In addition, a possible need for isuitiple channels has been identified. A three channel
uograced version of the TLTA is currently being consicered |

wnica would be capable of testing the entire LOCA transient.
The existing TLTA also cannot adequately simulate small
LOCA transients or non-LOCA transients due to scaling
limitations. The proposed tnree enannel facility would
reduce some of the small break scaling proclems (area /
heignt ratio) oue to its large volume. It sopears ?.1at 2

;

facility can be constructed wnich can adequately siralate I

both large and small break LOCA's and other non-LOCA
transients. Suen a program modification is currently
uncer consideration.

.
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3. The ACRS recommended that the funding level for RE4 in i

'FY 1981 be increased by $20.0 million in the foliowing
areas: (1) Advanced Reactors (Fast Breeders and Advanced ;

Converters) by $13.0 million; (2) Risk Assessment by - |

$2.4 million; and (3) Improved Reactor Safety by $5.5 million. |'

The ACRS noted that it would be undesiracle to reduce other
program areas to meet these suggested funding levels; however, j

they strongly recommend the increases in Risk Assessment and
Improved Reactor Safety, even if this requires a reduction in
other portions of the overall safety research program.

We agree that an increase of $20.0 million in FY 1981 ,

would be desirable. However, we appreciate that there is I

an overall limit to the entire NRC bucget, and that such -

additional resources are not likely to be available in FY
1981. Because of the possible need to realign priorities
within NRC to accommodate the TMI Action Plan, and because
of possible cuts below the President's FY 1981 Sudget that
are now under consideration in the Congress, we believe
that it is premature to reprogram funds at this time.
However, once the FY 1981 RES oudget is clearly known, we
will look carefully at the ACRS recommendation.

4 The ACRS has reiterated its strong succort for a meaning-
ful NRC researen program related to the safety of advanced
reactors. This strong suoport is contingent uoon whether
the FY 1981 legislation will or will not continue a program
for the development of licuid metal fast breeder reactors.
The ACRS indicates tnat if the decision is mace to continue
with LMF3R development in this country, then the NRC
funding level should be at least $13 million in FY 1981.

'

However, if the decision is made to delay indefinitaly the
development of LMFBRs, the proposed budget of 55 million
is not sufficient to bring the current program to an
orderly conclusion. RES agrees with these comments and
recommendations.

5. The ACRS gave high priority to research crograms in risk
assessment and imoreved reactor safety and recommenced a

, more racia exoansion of these program areas. The
| importance of using procacilistic risk assessment as a
| guide to decision-making and licensing recuirements was
! noted. It was felt that the risk assessment program

should ce funded at 515 million in FY 1981 and improvec
reactor safety at $10 million in FY 1981. While it is
felt by RE5 that these higner funding levels would me
beneficial to both programs, the CMB procesed budget
containing increases in these areas will still allow RES

.
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to work at a reasonable rate on the higher priority items
in both of these program areas. Whether reprogramming of
additional funds into these areas will be desiracle or
feasible will be decided only after RES obtains its final -

FY80 appropriation through Congress.

6. The OM8 funding level for LOFT of 343 million for FY 1981
is 56.3 million less than the ACRS had commenteu on
favorably in July 1979 (NUREG-0603). The ACRS felt that
the higher level would have been beneficial to the program,
both from a technical perspective and in the overall cost
effectiveness of the program. However, the icwer level of
funding on LOFT would be acceptable to the ACRS if the
level of funding in risk assessment and imoroved reactor
safety were brougne up to the level recommended by them.

The !/.3 million reduction in the LOFT budget for FY 1981
will recuce the numcer of tests from 9 to 6, and will also
reduce INEL's capaoility to cope with more severe tests
which mignt result in fuel damage. The reduced funding
level will also cause a reduction in the scope of man /
machine and fault-diagnostics work wnich was started in
FY 1979. More imoortantly, we believe that the greater
efficiency that the higner funding would allow for the LOFT
facility is very cost-effective over the long run. Thus,
our position at this time is that the soditional funas
should, if availaole, be used at LOFT.

7. The information on fuel behavior during reactivity
insertion accidents (RIA) is still believed by the Office*

of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) to be inadequate.
According to the ACRS, it is not clear that this experimental
program nas provided information of quantity and significance
in proportion to its level of suoport. If these accidents
are of sufficiently low risk (low procability and/or low
energy insertions), such research is not necessary. The NRC
Staff has not provided the ACRS with a convincing argument
in favor of the need for the exceriments on fuel benavior
during RIA, or for most of the other exceriments planned
for P9F in FY 1980 and FY 1981.

The ACRS believes that PSF precaoly can be used for exceri-
ments related to flow starvation and fuel melting accicents
and arges an early and comolete evaluation of the currently
procosed PSF orogram. In the meantime, the ACRS believes
that flexibility in recrogramming some PSF funds to other
hign priority work on staam explosions and core melt
snould be rovided.

i

|-
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RES has attempted to be responsive to the ACRS recome-
dations for fuel behavior tests in past years. The

!Committee commented in their 1977 Report to Congress 4

(NUREG-0392) that the current programs on fuel behavior
were considered responsive to the safety concerns noted by

-

NRR and the ACRS. In Decemoer 1978 (NUREG-0496), ne
Committee generally agreed with tra PSF test program but
requested the staff to reassass t: priority assigned to-

RIA tests. In response to this request, the staff did, in
fact, reassess the program and gr: ttly reduced the numcer
of RIA tasts planned and changed the tests to emonasize
higher levels of burnuo. In July 1979 (NUREG-0603), the
Committee requested that f.R? reevaluata the requiatory

,

requirements for RIA tests and suggested that the program |

be reoriented to emanasir.e the study of processes leading |
to medium and severe cera damage. In response to this
request, the program was reevaluated by RES, NRR, 50, and
the PSF Review Group. The conclusion of this review was
that, because NRC's regulations require that RIA's be
evaluated as part of tne licensing review of each plant,
the planned RIA tests are needed. NRR is precaring a
User's Need letter for these tests, and we will discuss
the entire PSF program and priorities with the ACoS
succommittees in the coming months.

RES agrees that the PSF program snould be reoriented to
emchasi:e the stucy of processes leoding to medium and
severe core damage, and we took action last summer to
develop a program plan for severe fuel damage tests. 1
Secause of the lead time involved in planning the tasts, !

~

designing the test trains, and fabricating the hareware
and test fuel, these experimenti will not be implemented
until 1982. It is very imoortant that tne fuel damage
tasts be well planned and thoroughly reviewed by NRC and
the technical community. We expect to discuss thesa tests
and seek the Committee's guidance in the coming months.

With regard to the recommendation to provice flexibility
to recrogram some paF funds to otner nign priority work on
steam explosions and core melt, we will investigate the
cotions availaole. Reorogramming has an imcact on the
future PSF program that must be carafully evaluated,
because planning and fabrication of hareware for the new
flow starvation and fuel damage tests will require funds
over and aoove those oudgeted for the current tast program.
The only way to make significant funds availacle for
reprogranming would De to stoo testing in PSF until the
fuel canage tests are reaoy, and at this time we do not
Delieve the safety tests planned in ?SF over the next two
years snould be eliminated or ceferred.

.
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8. The ACRS commented that the confirmatory programs related,

to core behavior following a large LOCA should have low
priority; that the joint U.S.-Canadian research program at
the NRC reactor in Canada should be terminated in FY 1983'

as planned; and that before committing to the multi-national -

research program at the ESSOR reactor complex in Ispra, Italy,
the NRC Staff should be convinced that there are not higher
priority NRC research needs.

RES disagrees and notes that the NRR audit curves that are
now used to predict fuel rod ballooning and rupture and
resultant threat to post-accident core coolability after a
loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) are primarily based on
out-of-pile separate effects tasts which emoloy electrical
heaters that have never yet been shown to simulata accu-
rately the in-reactor ballooning of full length low
enricamsnt commercial reactor fuel rods. Only a few data
poincs based on TREAT and FR-2 tests using short test fuel
rocs are included in the data base. ,

The NRU tests are the only in-pile fuel bundle tests whien
use prototypic, full-length, commercial-enrichment fuel
rods to estaclish the validity of all the out-of-pile tast
data which currently purcort to represent the nature and
extent of clad ballooning during the heat-up period of a
LOCA. Review groua and technical community consensus is

' that the NRU tests are needed to verify the out-of-pile
simulation of in-pile behavior by clusters of electrically
heated fuel rod simulators.

The current NRU LOCA program is on schedule and the plans
have been to terminate this program in FY 1983. Mowever,
we cannot at this time c mmit to complete our relationsnip
with the Canadian NRU reactor in 1983 until we have assessed
the need for possible further tests on long large bundles
or even long single rods of hignly irradiated commercial
enrichment fuel under accident conditions of continuing
interest to the NRC.

Regarcing priorities within the Fuel Senavior cecision
unit, we find that succort for ESSOR has a relatively hign
priority. The fuel bundle test program (callec Sumer
Sara) proposed for the ESSOR reactor was reviewed oy RES
and the European Community groues following the Three Mile
Island accident and was reoriented to deleta some LOCA
tests and to add tests wnicn will produca more severe fuel
damage by extencing core heatuo to the temoerature of,

claccing melting. This reorientation of the E550R orogram
is in resconse to the RE5 and ACRS desire c stucy One

. - _ . ._ ._.. _ . . . _ - - _ _ _.
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course of serious accidents. The ESSOR faciif ty will
provide, by virtue of its nuclear heat source, length (2
meters), and bundle si:e (32-36 rods), the mari realistic
sat of thermal hydraulic and cladding oxidation conditions
that are needed to understand better the rate ar.d distri- -

bution of core damage and the possibilities of stooping
the accident before meltdown becomes inevitable. The PSF,
while lacking this capability, will complement this
acoroach by focusing on fuel red melting, geometry changes,
and resulting core coolability as mentioned in our earifer
paragraphs. The Super Sara program has now been approvea
by the European Communities as part of their 1980-83
program, and the total cost of the project, including past
costs for loop construction, is estimated at $139 million
in current dollars. NRC's commitment is to provide three
test trains and manpower support in analysis, instrumen-
tation needs and post-irradiatier. examination. These
costs are estimated to be about $1.5-2.0 million per year
(in current dollars) for 5 years. Thus because of the
hign leverage that we have in cotaining important data on
severely camaged fuel for a relatively. modest cost to NRC,
we believe the ESSOR program has a relatively hign priority
within our Fuel Senavior program.

9. Throughout the report, the ACRS has commented on "new
directions in research" which have been or should be
incorporated into the proposed research program. Most of
these new directions have come to lignt or nave seen
empnasi:ed as a result of the accident at TMI-2. The ACKS
felt that most of these new programs could be accommodated
by a reallocation of funds, except in the area of risk-

assessment and imoreved reactor safety, for which the ACRS 4

recommenced additional funding. (
We agree that the new directions in research recommended
in the ACRS report should be incorporated into the research '

program, and we have attempted to dc so. Soma additional
increase in Risk Assessment and Imoroved Reactor Safety
may also be possible. As mentioned just aoove, we will
study this furtner during detailed planning of the FY 1981
research program, in the context of overall NRC needs
after adoption of the TMI Action Plan.

10. The ACRS noted that because of the rapid growth rate of
the Wasta Management research program, tney are concerned
aoout the ability of the present staff to manage this
program area effectively. The ACRS recommencec that the

|
NRC be authori:ed and funced to expand tne tecnnical staff
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for this program by at least five people above the fifteen
' proposed for FY 1981.

We agree that the additional nuncer of technical staff
recommended by the ACRS would help to manage the waste ~

management research program effectively. However, as with
program succort funds we recognize that the overall NRC
allotment is limited. We received an CMS-approved staffing
level of 11 for FY 1980 and 15 for FY 1981. In filling
our FY 1980 staffing allotment, we have acced a geochemist
during the past few months and wil',be acquiring a geopny-
sicist shortly. We hope to octain laproval to hire a
geological engineer, a systams analyst, and a saterials
scientist in the near future.

11. The ACRS highlighted the problems associated with the
limited nature of " confirmatory research" and the
restriction placed on RES of being limited in initiating
new work except as requested Oy a User Office. They also
noted that the distinction between "research to imorove
reactor safety" and " confirmatory researen" is no longer
useful and recommended that Congress review the legislative
charter of the NRC researen program and eliminate this
distinction.

The problem associateu with the restriction on the ability
of RES to start new programs except in resconse to a user
request is being adcressac in the revised procedures
(SECY-79-635) for User Request and Endorsement. The
revised procedures will allow RES to initiate programs
itself, up to 10 percent of the RES budget, limited to ,

'

51 million per program per year. These revised procacures
have a trial period of 1 year in FY 1981. More immortantly,
there has been an attituce enange in the User Offices in
the last year that will allow RES much more flexibility
througn better communication and trust.

We fully endorse the ACRS's recommencation to Congress
that the distinction between "research to imoreve ceactor
safety" and " confirmatory research" is no longer needed.
We in RES believe nat this is a major issue, and we are
gathering our own thougnts together now acout wnat the
agency snould do to imorove our policy in this regard. In
orcer for RE5 to be more resconsive to the agency's mission,
it is incertant that we have the latitude anc flexibility
to do whatever worx will contribute meaningfully to that
mission witnout comoromising the credibility or ince-
pencence of the NRC.

- --
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Summarv: It is the opinion of RES that the annual ACRS review of
our research program is extremely valuable. Inceed, it is
the only thorougn, broad-based review that the RES program
gets. We believe that our interaction with the ACRS is of
the utmost benefit and that their reports should be given ~

imoortant consideration. We have attempted to do so
ourselves, recognizing that tnere still remain some areas
where our judgments do not entirely agree with those of
the Committee. In the enclosure to this Commission Pacer,
a detailed RES comment is given on what we believe to be
the major ACRS statements and recommendations contained
in the body of NUREG-0657.

Coordination: There has been no coordination of the paper within other
offices. Early drafts of this pacer and its enclosure were

distributed to the ACRS and the Commissioner assistants on
Acril 4, for use by an ACRS succommittee on Acril 9.

.

w - w

Rocert J. Sucnitz, Director,

'

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

Enclosure: RES Comments and
Resconses to ACRS Recommendations
(NUREG-0657)

.
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ENCLOSURE
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'

RES Comments and Responses to AC'S Recommendations (NUREG-0657)

.

.

!

.

Note: RES comments begin with Chapter 3. Chapters 1 and 2 are a sanmary
which are commented on in the Commission Information Pacer,

;
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Chapter 3. SYSTEMS ENGINEERING-

3.3.1 Semis'cale (page 3-2) ~

ACRS Statement
The Semiscale program will include studies of transients induced by small

~

-

breaks, and a survey'of transients initiated on the secondary side. The
transients initiated on the secondary side are the most common sources of
challenges to the ECCS. The ACRS recognizes the value of these programs in
Semiscale.

Semiscale is an integrated test facility, but not in the sense that Semiscale
cata can be translated directly to full-size PWRs. If so translated, the
Semiscale data can be misleading, and for this reason the ACRS urges that
Semiscale be separated from the licensing path. The important contributions
of Semiscale are of two kinds: first, Semiscale tests contribute to the
general understanding of the pertinent physical pnenomena; and, second, these
tests make an important contribution to reactor coce development.

RES Comment
we are pleased with the ACRS rec:gnition of the value of the current Semiscale
plans.

We agree that cata from Semiscale and from other similar experiments snould be
~

separated from the licensing path. We also c:nsider tr.at the principal
c:ntributions of the Semiscale program are imoroving code deveicoment by a
comoination of pretest predictions and post-test evaluaticns of the integrated
system response to a range of postulated accicents. These assessed c: des are
then to be used to perform accident analysis in large commercial PWRs.

3.3.2 Blowdown and Reflood Heat Transfer
ACR5 statement (page 3-2) '

A significant facility in this program is the Two Loco Test Accaratus (TLTA)
whien is an integrated test facility that is presumed to do for boiling water i

reactors (BWRs) wnat Semiscale does for PWRs. Test results from TLTA have |

been translatad directly to prediction of the benavior of full-scale SWRs. |
The ACRS believes that this translation to full-scale EWRs is unfortunate and i
a misuse of the results. The scaling benavior in TLTA has not been acecuataly |

analy:ed and using it to predict the performance of full-scale systems can be l
'cuite misleacing. The ACRS urges strongly that res;1ts from this facility not

be injectec into the licensing =ath. The ACRS cbjects, in carticular, to the
series of small break tests proposed to answer questions raised by the
accident at TMI-2. The limits of acolicacility of TLTA test results to full
scale-plants should be c:nsicered carefully in aavance of any sucn tests, anc
the test results themselvr should be used as recomranded acove for Semiscalee

test results -- for theO contributions to cede caveicoment and to the
understarding of the essential pnysical pnenomena.

While TLTA has received scme uograde, the ACRS believes that an extensive,
further upgrace is necessary anc urges that this be :ursued.
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Another program in this category is the spray test facility at Lynn,
Massachusetts, wnich is a 30-degree sector of the spray installation in a SWR.
Steam water interaction effects will be studied in this facility and the -

results will be of importance.
'

'' '

RES Comment
TLTA Scalinq Limitations
The Two Loop Test Apparatus (TLTA) is a scaled facility and, as such, has
scaling comorosises wnich limit its simulation capability. Since the TLTA has
historically been used to investigate the blowdown phase of a BWR large LOCA,
the facility has been constructed to minimi:e scaling deficiencies imcortant
to the blowdown pnase. Car *.ain facility features necessary for good bicw wn
phase simulation prevent adequate simulation of other parts of the small break
LOCA transient and other non-LOCA transients.

The small break tests were originally designed as scoping tests which would l
have coen used to identify scaling deficiencies for small break simulation. l
The acoroaca has changed significantly. Calculational studies were used to |

identify anticipated simulation deficiencies and to aid in planning a test
program whien would minimi:e, if possible, some of the deficiencies. A numoer |

of scaling problems were identified and it was determined that while data
useful for code assessment would be obtained, tne tests would not simulate the i
expected BWR transient. These findings were transmitted to NRR prior to the )
start of the test series (letter from Sullivan to Ros: toc:y dated 12/20/79, '

"TLTA Small 3reak Test"). We agree with the ACRS conclusion that the results
of the TLTA small break tests should not be applied directly to ShR analysis. 1

Paccosed TLTA Uccrade
The current Two Loco Test Aoparatus (TLTA) has facility limitations wnich
prevent testing of the entire large LOCA transient. In addition, a possible
need for multiple enannels has been identified. A three channel upgraded
version of the TLTA is currently being considered which would be cacaele of
testing the entire LOCA transient. The existing TLTA also can not adequataly
simulate small LOCA transients or non-LCCA transients due to scaling limi-
tations. The proposed three channel facility would reduce some of the small'

break scaling problems (area /heignt ratio) due to its large volume. It

appears that a facility can be constructed whien can adequately simulate both
large and small break LOCA's and other non-LOCA transients. Suen a program
socification is cur ently under consideration.

CCFL Reffil/Reflood Paceram ,

This program investigates several aspects of the SWR large LOCA inclucing
soray distribution, refill and reflood phases, and certain other pnenomena.
The program also contains a significant analysis effort and will provide input
to the effort to develoo a SWR version of our advanced code, TRAC.

This program is now well underway and essentially on schedule. Program task
plans are in final stages of cavelopment, the spray distribution task testing
is acout half comcletec, and testing that will provide inout to the refill
facility design is anaerway. GE and INEL code cavelopers are meeting monthly, I

and INEL has released a preliminary SkR version of TRAC.
;

'
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3.3.3 3-0 Flow Distribution
ACRS Statement (page 3-2)
This large and continuing item it Swing modified to relate more effectively to -

present perceptions of Some of the cost significant problems in reactor -

safety. The ACRS concurs in its continuation, since the results will be
_,

useful and a strong c mmitment het been in place for several years to
parti:1pate in this international (FRG-Japanese-U.S.) study of reactor safety
features.

RES Comment
The 30 Program has been modified as a result of TMI to include natural
circulation tests as well as large-break LOCA and biccked bundle core tests.
Althougn the low pressure design of the 20/30 facilities limits the acplica-
bility of small break tests that can be performed, 'they are being incorporated
into the program to the extent possible. The' test logic will be discussed
with the ACRS at a future information meeting. Core uncovery tests and
natural circulation tests are now in the process of being performed on the PKL
facility in Germany. Data are being provided to all the particicants. Major
commitments to 30 facility construction nave been made by Germany and Jacan.
The NRC is casigning and developing acvanced two phase instrumentation for
measurements in these facilities.

3.3.4 Mooel Develocment Procram
ACRS statement (page 3-3)
This program consists of small projects in various university laceratories.
The ACRS enc:urages this kind of program as being useful and productive; at
the same time, the program provides an interaction with an incertant part of
the engineering and scientific community.

RES Comment
RES agrees"that centributions by university laboratories in basic areas of
heat transfer and fluid flow form an incortant part in the evaluation of
improved models of abnormal reactor benavior.

3.3.5 Ceerational Safetv
ACRS statement (page 3-3)
The past anc current researen program in Coerational Safety was initiated on
an ad nec basis as a result of operating excerience or particular regulatory
requirements. The ACRS believes that the program to data has been useful.
However, in NUREG-Oe03, the ACRS rec mmended that the NRC develoo a systematic
research program on the safety imolications of procedures for oceration,
maintenance, testing and surveillancs. In accition, the ACRS rec:mmenced that
an NRC safety research program on systems benavior should be ceveloced. The
ACRS believes that priority should be given to the initiation of a broad
research program on operational aspects of reactor safety.
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RES Comment
we agret that more emphasis should be given to the operational aspects of
reactor safety, and this will be done over the coming months. -

The basis for developing a systematic research program in operational safety
'

will be derived from studies now being performed under two new NRC programs. '

The Interim Reliability Evaluation Program will be aesessing which failures
are most likely to lead to serious accidents. The newiy formed NRC Office of
Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data will be identifying and evaluating
failures and operational problems as they occur. The consideration of which
failures are important, along w't. what failures art occurring, will clarify
priorities for a systematic research program in operational safety.

For example, one such area now planned for FY 1982 will focus on the
, ,

electrical equipment that must operate during and following accidents. A
survey of specific e;uiement used in operating plants will be conducted to
establish a list of generic designs for this equipment. Each of these generic
designs will be evaluated to identify:

a. Design deficiencies,
b. Material compatibility problems,
c. Potential fabrication problems,
d. Potential problems caused by amoient and accident environments,
e. Potential prc01 ems caused by interfaces,
f. Installation proolems,
g. Maintainanility proolems, and
h. Wear and aging problems.

For a selected group of most vulnerable generic designs, the following
additional assessment will be conducted:

.

a. An audit will,be concucted of the manufacturers' quality control and
the quality control during installation and use; and

3. Tests will be conducted simulating accident concitions simulating,

the effects of wear aging, inherent design deficiencies anc
interface conditions.

The ennanced coerator capacility program has been significantly sxcancec. The
elements of this program are listed below,

a. Plant Status Monitoring - The information neecec by the coerator to
establish unamoiguously the status of the plant is ceing syste-
matica11y analyzed to assist in the deveicoment of plant status
monitoring requirements. This includes instrumentation to fo11cw
the coittse of an accident and to icentify the status of engineered
safety features. These efforts sucolement activities by the
regulatary staff to caveico and isolement positions related to
status monitoring (e.g. , Regulatory Guice 1.97, " Instrumentation for
Lignt-%ater-Coolec Nuclear ?ower Plants to Assess Plant Concitions
Duriftg inc Following an Accicent;" Regulatory Guice 1.47, "3ypassed
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, and Inoperable Status Indication for Nuclear Power Plant Safety
Systems;" definition of plant safety state vector; and capabilities
of onsite and offsite technical support centers). These studies are *

being performed by Idaho National Engineering Laboratory.

b. Improved Instrumentation - Research is unde nay to test the
feasibility of several new concepts for measuring safety-related
physical parameters. Appropriate instrumentation is being designed,
laboratory tested, and finally field tested in nuclear power plants
to ensure workability. Emohasis is being placed on possibility for
retrofit, reliability, and durability. Instrumentation needs
identified include water level in the core, gas bubble in steam
generators, low flow rates during natural circulation, flow througn
the relief valve, and radiation monitoring. These studies are being
performed primarily at Oak Ridge National Laboratory and Idaho -

National Engineering Laboratory. We will also study whether void
fraction can be measured directly in a reliable way.

c. Ocerator-Process Communication - Current practices in using lignts,
darms, other annunciators and cathoce ray tube displays in control
rooms will be reviewed to assess how well they facilitate operator-
machine interaction. Recommendations to imoreve operator-machine
interaction in centrol rooms will be developed, and supporting
laboratory or field experiments will be carried out.

d. Disturbance Analysis Systems - The valicity of methodologies used in
computerized diagnost1c systems is being identified and evaluated.
The findings will help the regulatory staff to determine the need
for and nature of requirements for such systems. The goals are to
recommend functional requirements for computerized systems cacaule ,

,of diagnosing the cause of a disturcance and to c nfirm the adequacy |
of tecnnical accroaches used by the industry in developing and i

demonstrating such systems. The effectiveness of prototype systems 1

Iinstalled in Operating power plants will be assessed. In addition,

the LOFT project is uograding its capacilities to use commuter and
advanced graonics to monitor the status of the reactor and ciagnose
disturbances. The system will be helpful in testing the feasibility
and effec.iveness of proposed imorevements in the operator-machine
interface. These studies are being :erformed primarily by Oak Ricge
National Laboratory and Idano National Engineering Lacoratory.

Other ongoing areas of operational safety research are continuing
and being strengthened. A new facility for qualification testing of
electrical components has been completec at Sandia Lacoratories.
The fire test methodology program has intended to cover realication
tests of actual caole installations. A program for demonstrating
continuous on-line monitoring of a large PWR has been imolemented
and is excected to be in clace at the Sequoyan Plant this spring.
Ve also nave recently uncertaken to follow anc evaluate the EPRI
safety and relief valve testing program.
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We believe that these new programs, some of which have only been developed
since the ACRS review of our program several months ago, are adequately
responsive to Luc ACRS. We recogni:e the importance of this area, and
believe that this area could likaly grow significantly over the coming
years. We look forward to continuing interaction with the ACRS as the ~

program develops.

3.3.6 Natural Circulation Capability of PWR Systems
ACR5 5tatement (page 3-3)
Heat removal oy natural circulation is a critically important safety
consideration during some shutdown transients. During loss of all AC power
transients in some PWRs, it is the only means of tran: ferring fission product
decay heat from the reactor core to the heat removal system, snort of coolant
boiling in the care. Transition from natural circulation to boiling may be
necessary during such transients. An experimental program is needed to
estaolisn a battar understanding of tais process. It might utilize a
comoination of facilities such as nuclear power stations operatad at low power
levels, LOFT, separate-effects facilities (U.S. and foreign), anc some
visualization-type, benen scale experiments. A list of variaoles to be
investigatad should be established and an experimental program should te
planned for this purpose. This work should have hign priority.

RES Comment

A series of tests has been scoped for the LOFT and the Semiscale facilities
aimed at studying botn the single pnase anc the two pnase natural circulation
in steacy state and transients. Otner comestic programs involve the FLECHT
SEASET integral tests, TLTA, and tasts in the Sequoyan Plant (single pnase
natural circulation only in Sequoyan). The PKL test facility in Germany is
currently conducting small break tests (500 psia initial pressure), including
core uncovery and two pnasa natural circulation. These results are being
reported to the NRC under the 2D/30 cooperative program.

The LOFT small break series has begun tasting wnica, wnen comoleta, will
include:

- onset of single phase, then two pnase natural circulation
- loss of natural circulation
- system benavior with the staam generator tuces super-heated steam

filled

- reflux coiling in :ne steam generator
- concensation in the steam generator with :oth liquid fall back anc

carryover
- return to naturs1 circulation

plant recovery from these conditions at both hign and low :CS
pressure, to a cold shutdcwn concition.

LOFT has also planned a saries of operational transients and ATWS tests *nica
will permit concarison with cata from coerating clants.

Finally these areas must be stuciec for the intermediata break si:e anc tasts
of :nis type are now plannec for LOFT.
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Also basic studies concerning flow stacility and heat transfer in U-tube steam
generators during two phase natural circulation are being carried out at MIT.

3.4 Recortmendations
ACR5 Recommencation (page 3-3) -

The researen in tnis area (e.g. , Systems Engineering) should be funded at the
level requested. At least some of the st; dies included in :ne program on
Operational Safety will contribute (or can be adapted to contribute) to the
objectives called out in Chapter 2; and, as detailed plans are developed for
the work to be undertaken, these should be directad as far as possible to
contribute further to those ocjectives.

RES Comment
We agree.

.
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Chapter 4. LOFT

4.4 ACRS Recommendations (page 4-1)
ine support level of 543.0 million for LOFT is 36.3 million less than the ACRS
commented on favorably in NUREG-0603. The ACRS believes that the LOFT program -

could use the higher figure of 549.3 million effectively in FY 1981; and also,
in view of the large unavoicaole expenses required for the upkeen and coeration
of this facility, tnat the higher level would be more cost effective. However,
the ACRS can accept the proposed support level of 543.0 million for LOFT on
the basis that the $6.3 million reduction is restored to :Ns total reactor
safety research program and is used to support greatly accelerated programs in
researen to improve reactor safety and to initiate, or suostantially augment,
the new directions in research recommended in NUREG-0603 and discussed inChaptor 2 of this report.

RES Comment

RE5 agrees that the LOFT program could use the nigner figure of 349.3 million
effectively in FY 1981. We estimate that the adcitional 56.3 million would
increase the testing cata by 50 percent, from six tests to nine tests in
FY 1981. However, we can tignten our belts to live with the President's
budget of 543 million ano still conduct a good test program in LOFT tnat
succorts NRC's regulatory needs.

.

.
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Chapter 5. CODE DEVELOPMENT

ACRS COMMENTS AND RECCMMENOATIONS:
5.3 Comments
ACR5 Ccmment (page 5-1)
The principal computer code of choice, TRAC, suffers so far from incomplete
knowledge of some of the necessary physical parameters. It should be pointed
out that a fairly complete description of the possible physical situations in -

a reactor transient is required for the microscopic description used in TRAC.
The microscopic description leads to long running times and thereoy limits a
rapid survey cf the many possible transients. While an effort is under way to
develop a fast running version of TRAC, the ACRS believes the RELAP5 camouter
coce, which is already somewhat faster than TRAC, also should be ceveloped to
provide a second fast running code.

5.4 Recommendations
ACR5 Recommencation (page 5-1)
The ACR5 recommenos the continued development of RELAP-5 as another general
code of potential value. The ACRS recommends also that a strong program be
initiated for the development of metnocology and techniques that would
facilitate the implementation of more sognisticated reactor simulators, not
necessarily limited to real-time analysis. This would enable a more cetailed
understanding of the course of events in como!ex transients that include
multiple failure anc operator intervention. The ACR5 telieves that the
proposed budget is adequate to incluce these deveicoments without accitional
funds.

RES Comment

Deveiopment of both TRAC-PF1 (tne first fast running version of TRAC) anc
RELAP-5 is currently proceeding uncer NRC/RE5 sconsorshic. TRAC-PF1 is ceing
developed under ne guidance of the RES Analysis Development Branen staff and
is sucjected to the review of the Advanced Code Review Grouo. In addition,
TRAC-PF1 will be suojected to a formali:ed coce assessment process involving a
numoer of. national laboratories. The RELA?-5 code is currently aimed at
providing analytic succort to the INEL test 'acilities. When RELAP-5 capabil-
ities nave sufficiently matured to warrant its release to the public, the code
will be suojected to the formali:ed review ano assessment process usec for all
NRC developed coces.

NRC is considering :ne development of an engineering simulator tnat woulc
allow investigation of accidents involving multiole equioment failures,
ooerator interactions and even corescamage, in real time or cetter. Two
aoproacnes are currently under evaluation to achieve this goal. Cne acercaca
starts with the current vintage training simulator, seeking systematic
imorovements. The otner accroach involves the bottom up design of tas
analytical procedure for simulating the reactor coolant system amenaole to tne
existing soecial purpose comouter hareware, such as an all digital simulator
or an analog (hyorid) comouter tied to an assemoly of digital micro-crocessors.
The balance of plant woulc be simulatad utili:ing tne tecnnology emolayed in
current training simulators, exceot for introducing flexibility to accress
cifferent LWR cesigns. Any of nese would be a costly anc lengtny caveicoment
effort. We expect to lay out the cotions for a Commission cecision in :ne
next few contns.
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Chapter 6. FUEL SEHAVICR
.

6.3.1 Clad and Fuel: Fuel Codes ;
-

ACR5 Camment (page 6-1)
This worn is of substantial aid in providing an NRC capability in fuel

''

behavior analysis, and should continue at turrent levels. However, a greater
'

,

breadth of input into the physical mocating would be desirable. Work or. .

aodeling of severe overheating, which occurred at TMI-2, is encouraged.

RES Comment:
We appreciate the Committee's support in this area and will, accordingly,
continue our efforts to provide the NRC with up-to-cate, fully assessac, fuel
codes. As to increasing the " breadth of input into the physical modeling," we
agree and will look for ways to expand beyond what is currently being ' sole-
mented and planned. Currently, three national laboratories have direc*. input
into the nocal development area (INEL, ANL, and Battelle Northwest) whtreas
data input for assessment comes from sources all over the world (Japan, FRG,
Norway, Englanc, etc.). Moreover, program reviews are held periodically in
which the codel develcoment effort is presented and discussed. Attencees of
these meetings include personnel from the national lacoratories, ACRS staff,
NRR staff, RES staff, reactor vendors, the utilities, EPRI, and private
contractors. We hope and expect tha't this response to the ACRS comment is
acequate.

We fully agree with the Committee's comment on mocaling of severely overneated
fuel. Work in this area resulted in the in-house developed THISOIL : ode wnich
was used extensively by the Rogovin TMI Special Inquiry Group in assessing
TMI-2 core damage. Moreover, modifications are planned for FRAP-T in FY 81 to
exoand its capability to handle slow transients which require much larger time
staos and a moving water /staam interf ace. Finally, we will investigate the
conversion of existing foreign and domestic severs damage codes to nandle
those transients which result in a loss of fuel element geometry.

6.3.2 In-Pile Testinc at Power Burst Facility (PBF)

ACRS Comment (page 6-1)
PSF reoresents acout 60 percent of the total fuel benavior research budget.
The information on fuel behavior during reactivity insertion accidents (RIA)
is still believec by the ffice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) to be
inacecuate. It is not citar that this experimental program has ;rovided
information of quantity and significance in proportion to its level of
succort. If these accicents are of aufficiently Icw risk (low procacility
anc/or low energy insertions), such research is not necessary. The NRC Staff
has not provided the ACRS with a convincing argument in favor of tne neec for
the experiments on fuel benavior during RIA, or for most of the other
experiments planned for PSF in FY 1980 and FY 1981.

The ACRS believe that PSF procaoly can be used for experiments related to flow
starvation anc fuel melting accicents and urges an early and :omolete
evaluation of the currently proposed PSF program. In the mer4ntime, the ACRS
believes that flexibility in recrogramming some PSF funds to other nign
priority work on steam exclosions and core melt should ce provicec.
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RES Comment
RE5 nas attempted to be responsive to the ACRS recommendations for fuel
behavior tests in past years. The Comeittee commented in their 1977 Report
to Congress (NUREG-0392) that the current programs on fuel benavior were -

considered responsive to the safety concerns noted by NRR and the ACRS. In
Decencer 1978 (NUREG-0496), tt.e Committee generally agreed with the PSF test
program but requested the staff to reassess the priority assigned to RIA tests.
In responsa to this request, the staff did, in fact, reassess the program and
greatly reduced the number of RIA tests planned and changed the tests to
emchasite higher levels of burnup. In July 1979 (NUREG-0603), the Committee
requested that NRR reevaluata the regulatory requirements for RIA tests and
suggested that the program be recrientad to emphasi:e the study of processes
leading to medium and severe core damage. In resconse to this request, the
program was reevaluated by RES, NRR, SD, and the PSF Review Group. The
conclusion of this review was that, because NRC's regulations require that
RIA's be evaluated as part of the licensing review of each plant, the planned
RIA tests are needed. NRR is precaring a User's Need letter for these testi,
and we will discuss the entire PSF program and priorities with the ACRS
succommittees in the coming months.

RES agrees that the PSF program should be reoriented to emonasize the study of
are: esses leacing to medium and severe core damage, and we took action last
sunmer to develop a program plan for severe fuel damage tasts. Becausa of the
lead time involved in planning the tests, designing the test trains, and
faoricating the hardware and test fuel, these experiments cannot ce implemented
before 1982. It is very icoortant that tne fual camage tests te well planned
anc thorougnly reviewed by NRC and the tecnnical community. We exoect to
ciscuss these tasts and seek the Committee's guidance in the coming months.

With regard to the recommencation to provide flexibility to reprogram some PSF
funds to other nign priority work on steam explosions and core melt, we will
investigate the cotions availaole. Reorogramming nas an impact on the future
3SF program that must be carefully evaluated, because planning and fabrication
of harcware for tne new flow starvation and fuel damage tests will require funds
over and above those budgetad for the current test program. The only way to
make significant funds availaole for reprogramming would be to stop testing in
PSF until the fuel damage tests are ready, and at this time we do not believe tne
safety tasts planned in PSF over the next two years should se eliminated or
caferred.

5.3.3 Other In-oile Testino
ACRS Comment (page 6-2)
These are confirmatory programs related to core benavior following a large
LOCA. The priority is procaoly Icw. The joint U.S.-Canadian researen program
at the NRU reactor in Canada should be terminated in FY 1983 as plannea.
Before committing to tne multi-national research arogram at tne ESSOR reactor

i comolex in Isora, Italy, the NRC Staff should be convinced that there are not
higner priority NRC researca neecs.

RES Comment

The NRR auait curves tnat are now used to precict fuel rod calinoning anc
ructure and resultant tareat to post-accicent core :colacility after a
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loss of-coolant accident (LOCA) are primarily based on out-of pile secarate
effects tests which employ electrical heaters that have never yet been shown
to simulate accurately the in-reactor ballooning of full length low enriennent
commercial reactor fuel rods. Only a few data points based on TREAT and FR-2
tests using short test fuel rods are included in the data base. -

The NRU tests are the only in pile fuel bundle tasts which will use prototypic,
full-length, commercial-enrichment fuel rods to establish the validity of all
the out-of pile test data wnich currently purport to represent the nature and
extent of clad ballooning curing the heat-uo period of a LOCA. Review group
and technical community consensus is that the NRU tests are needed to verify
the out-of pile simulation of in pile benavior by cluster of electrically
heated fuel rod simulators.

The current NRU LOCA program is on schedule and the plans have been to '

terminate this program in FY 1983. However, we cannot at this time commit to
comolete our relationship with the Canadian NRU reactor in 1983 until we have
assessed the need for possible further tests on long large bundles or even
long single rods of hignly irradiated commercial enrichment fuel under
accicent conditions of continuing interest to the NRC.

Regarding priorities within the Fuel Behavior oecision unit, we find that
supoort for ESSOR has a relatively hign priority. The fuel bundle test program
(called Super Sara) prooosed for the ESSOR reactor was reviewed by RES and the
European Community groups following the Three Mile Island accident and was
reoriented to delete some LOCA tests and to add tests which will prcduce more
severe fuel damage by extending core heatuo to the temperature of claccing
celting. This reorientation of the ESSOR program is in resconse to the RES
and ACRS desire to study the course of serious accidents. The ESSOR facility
will provide, by virtue of its nuclear heat source, length (2 meters), and
bundle size (32-36 rocs), the more realistic set of tharmal hydraulic and
claading oxidation conditions that are needed to understand better the rate
and distribution of core damage and the possibilities of stooping the accicent
before zeltdown becomes inevitacle. The pBF, while lacking this capacility,
will complement this approach by focusing on fuel red melting, geometry4

changes, and resulting core coolability as mentioned in our earlier paragrapns.
The Suoer Sara program has now been approved by the Eurcpean Communities as
part of their 1980-33 program, and the total cost of the project, inclucing
cast costs for loco construction, is estimated at 3139 million in current
collars. NRC's commitment is to provide three test trains anc mancower
succort in analysis, instrumentation needs and post-irraciation examination.
These costs are estimated to be about $1.5-2.0 million per year (in current
collars) for 6 years. Thus, because of the high leverage tnat we have in
ootaining important cata on severely damaged fuel for a relatively mocest cost
to NRC, we believe the 5550R program has a relatively nign priority within our
Fuel Sebavior > gram.,

i
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6.3.4 Fuel Melt
ACR5 comment (page 6-2)
inis work currently includes steam explosions and interactions of molten core
material with concrete. In NUREG-0496, the ACRS recoamended that work on
pnenomena important to the course of postulated core melt accidents should '

continue to receive high priority. In sections 1.2.4 and 1.2.6 of NUREG-0603
(See Aopendix B), the ACRS recommended an augmented researen program on steam
explosions and a conceptual stucy to examine the practicality of molten core
retention within containment. The ACRS recommencs that the existing program
be reoriented and strengtnened accordingly and, furthermore, tnat it be
closely coordinated with work being done on the cause of severe accidents.

RES Comments
A. 5 team ExDlosion Research

'

The current NRC steam explosion research program (concucted at Sandia
Laboratories) is substantially funded (5500K FY 1980). We had previously
budgeted $765K for the 24-monta period FY S1-92. These funds would be
utili:ed for: (1) concucting tests in the fully-instrumented inter-
mediata-scale test facility (aoproximately 50% of the budget); (2) small
scale pnenomenological mocal covelopment experiments (aoproximately 20%);
and (3) test analysis, mocal development, and containment failure
analysis (aoproximately 30%).

Recent budget plans for FY 1981 and FY 1982 direct (througn reprogramming)
an accitional 3485K per year to tne staam explosion program to concuct
large (>100kg melt mass) tests (to verify the effect of melt mass on
steam exolosion energy conversion ratio and to aid in extracolating the
results cotained from the intermediata scale tests to prototypic LWR melt
si:es) and to secure the services of additional personnel to participate
in testing, test analysis, and accel develcoment. This recresents an
increase of approximately 125% over previously planned funding.

We believe that the existing steam explosion program, augmentad by the
indicatac additional funcing, is responsive to tne recommencations of the'

ACRS.

3. Molten Core Retention
RE5 nas formulateo and NRR has endorsed a precosed researen program in
:nis area in resconse to an NRR User's Need Recuest. The prooosec
researca program is primarily aimed at establisning a cata base to
succort the tecnnical evaluation of the acecuacy of the core retention
cevice procosed for use in :na current Floating Nuclear Plant design.
However, tna procosed research program will also provice information
necessary to evaluate the generic amplicacility of similar passive core
retention devices in land based plants. As part of this program, the
conceatual stucy recommended by the ACRS will be uncertaken anc given
high priority. Initial efforts will draw from, and exoand uoon, tne core
retention evaluation cerformed curing the Zion / Indian Point core melt
accicent stucies. This activity will be initiatec in Ont near future.

|
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Detailed planning of this work is uncenay at Sandia and the preliminary
program plan will be availadie in FY 1980. Initial funding of 5500K for
the overall program is budgeted in the FY 1980 TMI Supplement. Funding
in FY 1981 will require reprogramming of RES funds. Reorogramming
decisions will be made following review of the integrated fuel melt ..

program plan, noted previously in Sectiot. 1.1.1, and reassessment of
researen priorities.

.
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Chapter 7. PRIMARY SYSTEM INTEGRITY
,

7.2 Generai *

ACR5 Recommendation (page 7-1)
_

A program snould De started to provide a firm basis for establishing and
.,

judging adequate systems for coolant chemistry control. Several of the recent
incidents of pipe and noztle cracking occurred at locations not subject to
routine in-service inspection. This suggests a need for a systematic review
of current thinking about system behavior and degradation and an evaluation of
the possible need for redirecting research in order to anticipata or prevent
similar cracking incidents in the future.

RES Resconse
RE5 nas uncertaken a study in FY 1980 to define a program of research in
environmental and coolant chemistry effects on cracking and stress corrosion
in SWR and PWR piping systems. This newly defined program will be isolemented
in FY 1981 with funding adequate for a good start on this coolant chemistry
control effort. However, we do not plan to stucy plant design or evaluate
scocific systems used for water chemistry control but rather we will study the
carameters for water purity to alleviate corrosion and cracking proolems. We
will pursue this issue further with the ACRS.

7.3.2 Oceratine Effects
ACRS Camment (page 7-1)
Tnis program consists of two areas: Irradiation Effects and Dosimetry, a
valuable well organi:ed program; and Steam Generators, a program about wnica
the ACRS has reservations. The main effort of this latter program involves a
detailed, destructive examination of one of the staam generators removed from
the Surry Power Station. A careful stucy must be made to determine if a
positive contribution can be made by the steam generator stucy before per-
forming work in addition to that needed to datarmine tne correlation between
nondestructive examination indications and tuce integrity.

RES Resconse
ine entire research program to be performed on the replaced Surry sceam
generator has been planned in response to a request for such work from NRR
(E. G. Case to S. Levine, " Request for Confirmatory Research Stucy of a
Reclaced Steam Generator for Various Causes and Forms of Degradation). In
turn, the complete plan for reseeren (wnica includes the nondestructive
examination correlation work as a first step, concurrently with some destruc-
tive testing and some corrosion-related wort), has been developed by <f5 and
agreed to by the NRR staff on August 10, 1979, as being fully in accordance
with their needs (RR-NRR-78-15, June 27,1978). We believe that this program
will make a positive contribution to understanding margins in degraced
5-G tuning and in assessing edcy current inscection tecnniques. There are
25 plants oceratin; and 27 plants uncer construction that nave the same steam
generator design as the Surry steam generator. Thus, the results of tnis
study will be acplicaole to the steam generators in scme 52 plants.

With regard to the ACRS comment that a careful stucy be mace before performing
wort beyond noncestructive examination studies, we believe tnat tne program

|
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plan we.have developed with NRR addresses this recommendation. As the program
progresses, we expect to review it with NRR and the ACRS, and if it is agreed ,

- that modifications are needed, we will make them.
,

7. 3.3 Non-Destructive Examination . -

ACR5 Recommencat1on (page 7-2)
This is an expancing program on an incortant tooic. The coherence, as well as
coordination with regulatory needs, leaves something to be desired. The
program should be funded, but the ACRS urges that the NRR and RES managements
improve the coordination of the programs on Primary System Integrity with
respect to regulatory needs. Also, emphasis should be placed on how program
developments will influence design and practice in plants.

RES Rossense
'

he agree tnat there must be close coordination between the RES and NRR staffs
to ensure that our research programs are responsive to the regulatory needs of
the agency. The RES staff continues to hold Review Group meetings in the
nondestructive examination subject area to which NRR, 50, and I&E personnel
are invited. Al s MDE programs have been endorsed within the last year. The

.

staff has just completed two 00E projects this fiscal year responding to
specific I&E requests.*

All of the nondestructive examination programs and all of the branch programs
in other areas are carefully directed to the final amplication of ultimate use

;

| in the field in operating plants, or to direct input for enanges in the ASME
Code or Regulatory Guides. Specifically, the new nondestructive examination
developments are directed to be compatible with current practices so that no
new design or operating requirements will be needed for the insediate>

application of the new techniques.
;

7.3.4 Corrosion and Crackinc
ACR5 Rec mmencation (page 7-2)
The new program on cracking in SWR piping should be broadened to consider tne
corrosion-accelerated problems found in PWR pressure boundaries. The criteria
for water enemistry ifmits, plant design, and operating procedures required to
aoproach more trouble-free operating conditions should be addressed.

RE5 Resconse
Tne RE5 program in nondestructive examination eschasizes not only in-service
inspection research, but also covelopment of giocal on-line continuous,

monitoring for anticipating cracking and for following the develocment of
cracking (See response to 7.2). Use of these on-line systems (wnen they are
fully developed) will sean that cracking can be predicted better and its
growth sonitored note accurately so that corrective action can ce taken prior
to leakage or growth to critical condition, for any location in the plant. We
have recognized the necessity for a fresn review of our researen priorities;
hence, we are planning a risk assessment review of our work anc plans with the
Procacilistic Analysis Staff in order to oevelop an imoreved casis for
priorities within tna researen.
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Chapter 8. SEISMIC, ENGINEERING AND SITE SAFETY

8.3.1 Seismolocy, Geoloov, and 55MRP
AcR5 comment (page 6-1)

-

The researen program on seismology and geology aad the SSMRP are among the _

.high priority NRC programs. It is imoortant that the 55MRP program be
structured to provide input as early as is feasible into the broad safety
policy considerations concerning the seismic design bases of nuclear power
plants. This should include a timely preliminary evaluation of the seismic
contribution to the procability of serious accidents and One principal
contributors to uncertainty in sucn probability estimates.

RES Resoonse
We agree. The Seismic Safety Margins Research Program (SSMRP) is a long-tarm
researen program that will be comoleted in 4 or 5 years. However, the program
is structureo to provide intermediate results to the licensing staff that will
influence the broad safety policy considerations concerning the seismic design
cases of nuclear power plants. These results will be transmitted to tne staff
in tecnnical reports puolished tnrougnout the life of the program. There will
be aap eximately 22 technical recorts puolished in FY 1980. Topics to be
reported in FY 1980 incluce:

1. Review of structural building response analysis with soecial emenasis on
damoing and nonlinearity - February 1980

2. Assessment and exoansion cf the strong ground motion data base - Acril 1980.

3. Subsystam Response Review Recorts assessing the state-of-tne-art of
sucsystem response determination, accuracy and uncertainties - April 1980.

4 Soil. Structure Interaction (SSI) Review Reports assessing the state-of-
the-art of SSI analysis metnocology, accuracy, uncertainties, and
itemiting benenmark proolems - June 1980.

5. Resconse of nuclear oower plant structures to three input
comoonents - June 1980.

5. Effect of structural damoing on nuclear power piant structures - June 1980

7. Best-Estimate-Evaluation Method (BE--21) permit., an evaluation anc
comoarison of test estimate resconses witn the respor.ses catainec using
tne Standard Review Plan GRP) requirements - August 1980.

S. Recort on methods used to gather fragility relatec information and data
summary - Seatemcer 1980.

9. Recort on excert coinion receivec on comoonent fragility - Sectemcer 1980.

10. Simulation of time histories parameteri:ec cy magnituce, epicentral
cistance, anc site concitions - Cctooer 1980.
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11. Sensitivity study investigating the effects of uncertainties on subsystem
response - October 1980.

12. Operating Seismic Safety Analysis Code (SEISIM) - January 1981.
.

The SSMRP will initially use a typical PWR (Zion I nuclear power plant) as a
model to conduct sensitivity studies and quantify the uncertainties associatad
with the various parameters of tne seismic methodology chain. Later pnases of
the program will consider other PWR and SWR designs. It is expected that in
FY 1982, the SSMRP will provide a preliminary evaluation of the probability of
failure of structures systems and components and the probacility of radio-
active releases over a, range of earthquake levels. The principal contributors
to uncertainty in such procability estimatas will also be identified. The
SSMRP is confined to probacilities of failure and radioactive release under
earthquake and possible simultaneous accident conditions. However, the
results and models developed in the SSMRP could be used to compare the risks
associated with the seismic hazard to other possible accident secuences.

8.3.2 Hydrotocy
ACR5 Comment (page 3-1)
ine program on hydrology snould be kept under continuing evaluation to see if
the current low level effort is adequate to supoort possible informational
needs arising from the consideration in future siting policy of liquid ,

pathways effects from serious accidents. ';

RES Resoonse
'we agree. The hydrology program undergoes evaluation to ensure tnat tne
present funding level is adequate to succort the stated consideration. This
comment apparently relates to the new siting policy that would require con-
siceration of groundwater paths in the liquid pathway using Class-9 accident
source terms.

The state-of-the art in racichydrology is adequate to model rather accurately
the groundwater flow and sorption of radionuclides by soils, botn of wnich are
hignly site-dependent and variable. While it is currently possible to predict
timing, quantity, and concentrations of releases to surface water codies from
given sources (sumo water), some research is neeced to formulate criteria for
use in siting. Additional research requirements precaoly will come from tne
Siting Policy Task Grouo.

3.3.3 Structursi and .Wechanical Encineerino
ACR5 Comment (page 3-1; I

ine programs in structural and mecnanical engineering are relatively new.
Effort snould be devoted to the formulation oy FY 1081 of a oroad researen
program responsive to the NRC needs arising from coerating reactors and from
reactors to be constructed. The researca program snould include efforts
devoted to p'ovice the NRC with an incroved capacility for cesign audit and to
evaluate the significance of off-design conditions during potantial accicents
or other severe loading conditions sucn as a large eartacuaxe, as weil as an
imoreved basis of exoerimental verification of seismic design..
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RES Resnonse
Researen program plans have been developed by the Structural and Mechanical
Engineering Research Branenes and are currently undergoing a thorough review *

by the NRC user offices. In addition, these coordinated research plans will -

be reviewed with appropriate ACRS Subcommittees. The following table shows -

the current research programs that address the ACRS area of concern.

STRUCTURAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING RESEARCH

.

AREAS OF RESEARCH NEED RESEARCH PROGRAM

Improved Cacacility for Benchmarking of Camouter Codes
Design Audit Engineering Characteri:ation of

Seismic Motion
Lead Comoination for Design of

Structures

Evaluation of Significance of Effects of Hydrogen Explosion
Off-Design Conditions During Flood Effects
Potential Accident or Otner SSMRP
Severe Leads Safety Margins of Containmont

Safety Margins of Otner
Category I Structures

Improved Basis of Excerimental Safety Margins of Containment
verification of Seismic Design Safety Margins of Otner

Catagory I Structures
Measurement to Predict

Structural Performance
Adecuacy of Coces ano Standards
Dynamic Testing of Nuclear Power

Plant Structures and Comconents
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Chapter 9. ADVANCED REACTORS.

All ACAS comments and RES replies in this chapter are predicated on the *

possibility of program continuation into FY 81 and beyond. It is recognized
that the President's bu'dget calls for a phase out of the HTGR program at the - -

end of FY 80 and of the LMFBR program at the end of FY 81, in which case the
technical discussion here is of no practical amplicability.

9.3.1 Analysis

ACR5 Comment (page 9-2)
The ACAS coes not believe that the proposed FY 1981 allocation provide enough
emphasis on other than core disruptive accidents. Attention is directed again
to the recommendation quoted in part above. It is believed that both accident
delineation and accident prevention should receive greater attention than now
seems indicated. In addition, the accident delineation work that is procosed
seems to put too such emphasis on the Clinch River Breeder Reactor. However,
the SIMMER computer code and the other analytical activities are viewed as
important and valuaole, and need to be continued at a level adequate to
sustain them.

RES Rosconse
We agree tnat more emphasis should be placed on investigating ac:idents other
than core disructive accidents. Our ability to address these accidents
deoenes to 4 large degree on the funding level of the ARSR program.

About 40% of the analysis budget is directed at the continuing resolution of
key licensing issues hignlighted in the FFTF and CR8R reviews: treatment of
core-selt and other whole core accidents. In view of the significant progress
made in the past years, as well as the importance of current work, it would be
unwise to decrease this activity significantly. The shift in the SSC activity
from development to application, the focusing of work at the University of
Ari:ena and Sandia on systematic accident delineation, and new aanagement and
staffing of the accident delineation work at Sandia should yield positive
results. We agree with the ACRS that it is regrettante that the only detailed
design available for review is the CRBR; we are working with 00E to keep
abreast of CDS efforts, but it will be about 2 years before specific exami-
nations can begin. We will increase our effort to obtain design anc safety
information on foreign breeder reactors in the coming year.

,

9.3.2 Aerosol Release and Transoort
ACRS Carment (page 9-2) '

This is a comoination of analyses and exoeriments aimed at an iscortant
proolem area. This work seems well planned and is producing results.

RES Resoonse
we agree. The results from this program are now being used for planning the

| extens;an of aerosol technology to core melt ac:ident mitigation, e.g. , fil-
tered, vented containment conceots. The high relevance of this LMFBR work to
issues in LWR safety snould also be noted.

!
I
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9.3.3 Materials Interaction
ACR5 Recommenoation (page 9-2)
This item incluces funds for loop design and fabrication and for a series of
fuel tests. It is clear that fuel research neeca to be done. While the NRC
needs to do work on problems crucial to licensing concerns, a more determined _

effort should be made to have the fuel develocers assume a large part of the
investigative burden. In ac'.tition, more effort is needed to obtain a more
precise formulation of tne questions to be asked and now the answers are to ce
cotained with these facilities.

RES Resconse
we agree with the thrust of the recommendation. A major portion of the
research needs is being borne by the developers (DOE) in programs in the
TREAT, ETR, FFTF reactors. The total 00E supported programs are a factor of
10 larger than the NRC program. We expect that wnen FFTF begins full power
coeration and fuel testing begins, the ACRS recommendations will be substan-
tially met. Another program of research in this area to which the NRC is a
party is the Frenen CABRI program. This program is on the order of
$15 million/yr.

As recommenced by the ACRS, we are pursuing a sensitivity analysis at LASL
with assistance from ANL, 3NL, anc Sandia to define more precisely those fuel
safety tests crucial to fast reactor safety.
9.3.a Svstem Integrity
ACRS Reccamencation (page 9-3)
Ine proposec program involves testing of the CONTAIN comcutar code and
carrying out a set of exceriments associatad with molten core retantion, core
decris coolacility, and container cell liner response to accident loads. Some
of the work on molten core retantion is also useful in connection with
licensing concerns of the Floating Nuclear Plant and in consiceration of
creolems associatad with severely damaged cores in water reactors generally.
The work associated with this item seems appropriata to future neecs in the
development and licensing of fast breeder reactors. However, the ACRS
believes, as recommendec in NUREG-0496, that specific attention snoulc be
given to the study of alternate containment systems and to conceptual studies
of systems for retaining a molten core in containment.

:iE5 Resconse:
In H liel RES will initiate conceptual studies of alternate containment systems
anc systems for moltan core retention, if sucstantial restoration of tne Fast
3reecer Reactor FY 1981 budget occurs. The purpose would be to factor sucn
systems into accident delineation work. Initial efforts would craw from and
exoand ucon the designs precosed for the FFTF filtered, vented containment
modifications, anc the CR8RP core retention ::evice, as well as tne work on the
Floating Nuclear Plant core lacle and tne Zion / Indian core melt accident
stucies.
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Chacter 10. REACTOR ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
,

We appreciate the Committee's endorsement of our research programs related to *

mathematical models for the transport of radionuclides via liquid and atmos-
pheric pathways and our programs related to occupational radiation assessment .,

and protection. We have noted the Committee's observations on other aspects
'

of our program and provide the following responses.

10.2 General
ACRS Comment (page 10-1)
The Committee again notac the need to conduct research in the following areas:

(a) Research to determine the basic factors that govern radionuclide builduo
in reactor coolant systems, including the influence of operating
practices on such buildup.

(3) Researen to develop methods for evaluating the effectiveness of measures
for removing radionuclides from the primary coolant circuits of operating
reactors.

RES Reseense
In tne past, there has been a great deal of researen carried out to identify
the sources, enaracteristics, and locations of the racionuclides deposited in
reactor cooling systems, and on the performance (effectiveness) of coolant
clean-uo systems using techniques such as evaporation, ion excnange, and
filtration. RES has conductac research wnien documents the operational
efficiencies of effluent control systems and sponsored a workshop on the same
sucject. An on going program at INEL is documenting decontamination factors
for reactor coolant clean-uo systems under a variety of coersting conditions.

With respect to occupational exposures, RES has recently develoced a model
(NUREG/CR-0446) wnich is being used by both the licensing staff and industry
to determine the cost effectiveness of various methods for radiation protection
of tne worker. Althougn there is a substantial bocy of data whien permits
evaluations of licensees' plans to assure occupational exoosures are kect at
ALARA levels, RES is continuing to conduct and monitor researen whien can
influence occuoational exoosures and related ALARA detarminations.

The on going RES program on fuel failures cue to pellet-cladding interaction
(PC!) and radionuclice releases derived from DSF experiments is exoected to
provice useful information on fission products as contributors to the builcuo
of radiation levels in working areas. In addition, RES is develocing and
testing methods for nondestructive, passive failure detection systems suen as
acoustic emission and internal friction measurement wnien may eliminate tne
need for direct in-service inspection of the vessel and piping by plant
personnel thereby recucing occupational exposures. The procosed stucies of
the Suraf steam generator, referenced in other sections of tais recort, will
deveico significant information on both corrosion and remote inscection

i tecnniques.
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In related efforts, research has also been planned for FY 1981 to assess the
effectiveness of various techniques for crud removal. EPRI is conducting
studies of techniques such as chemical and power / flow rate manipulation to
dislodge deposited radioactivity. RES also plans to include studies to
zeasure the effectiveness of strong and weak decontamination solutions on crud _

release, and to establish the compatibility of such solutions with coolant
clean-up and waste solidification systems. RES is also conducting a thorougn
review of the sucject of crud formation and buildup to icentify any gaps in
the data base which would preclude achieving an ALARA objective for
occupational exposure.

10.3 Comments
10.3.1 Priority Items Within the Program as Planned
ACR5 Comment (page 10-2)

.

Deveicoment of Mathematical Models for the Atmoscheric Transoort of Airborne
Rac1onuclices. Altnougn mocels for tne transport of aircorne racionuclices
over snort c1 stances are reasonably adequate, there continues to be a need for
an imoroved cacaoility to assess the behavior of airtorne releases at moderate
(5 to 15 kilometers) and greater distances (16 to 80 kilometers) from nuclear
power clants. This is especially imoortant relative to emergency planning,
wnere mocals are neecac to provide projections on a real-time basis.

RES Resconse
RE5 nas cevelooed a program utiliting field exoeriments to be conducted in
shoreline environments, and in cooperation with FEMA, at Indian Point to
catain concentration data to to 80 km from the plant. A concurrent program
has :een inaugurated to comoare atmosoneric discersion models using data
alreacy availacle with the ocjective of determining tne most acorcariate model
for use at any particular site. Two otner projects compare mocel to mocal
results arising from given test conditions and provide for continuea
*uograding" of tne CRAC code used in the Reactor Safety Stucy. Also researcn
to determine the feasibility and possible design of an off-site environmental
monitoring network and telemetry system is plannec to begin uncer tne FY 1980
supplemental budget.

10.2fe) Research on Emercency Planning
anc

10.3.2 Priority ?rcerims Not Within the Procram As ?lanned
ACR5 comments (pages 10-1 anc 10-2)
ine committee noted further that acditional researen was neecea on the asoects
of emergency planning. j

;

i'

Ac:ident Source Terms. Setter definition of accident source terms is neeced. !

Emonasts snculo me place on recuirements for instrument systems to provice tne
cefinitive type of data necessary for realtime orojections of tne nature and

Iconsecuences of a release. |

t RES Resconse
| As a cart of our coerational safety researcn program we have initiatec

cualifiestion testing of cost accicent monitoring ecuipment. This program is
ceing carried out in succort of Regulatory Guice 1.97. It is plannec to
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conduct ,LOCA qualification tests on generic instrumentation required for
normal and post accident monitoring to determine both the design adequacy of
the generic designs and the suitacility of current test methodology. A new *

LOCA test facility recently has been built at Sandia Lacoratories and testing
will begin this fiscal year. Testing of radi+ tion instrumentation required

'

.,

for post accident monitoring is planned later in the progr am, currently
projected for FY 1982.

The previously mentioned fission product release work from fuel elements will
provice imoreved data on the quantities of fission products which mignt be
released as a result of Class 9 accidents. The topic of accident source terms

has also been identified in NRC's Three Mile Island Task Action Plan (TAP) as
an area wnere increased researen is necessary. While the precise details of
the researen have not yet been cefined, program plans are being formulated in
the following areas.

(a) In pile studies of fuel benavior in the Power Surst Facility;
(b) Hydrogen studies to provice a Detter understanding of radiolysis,

metal water reactions, emerittlements;
(c) Post accicent coolant chemistry and related pellet clad-coolant

interactions;

(d) Interaction of core melt with structures, soils;
(e) Aerosol production and transoort. )
Source term calculations have seen mace as part of the operational safety
researen effort to define the magnituce, rate and particle type released as a
function of time using the leakage assumotions in Regulatory Guice 1.89 and
WASH-1400. This program is an on going effort and new calculations of source
term will be made when revised source term release fractions are determined in
the aoove mentioned fuel release studies. Also SCL is performing an uncertainty
analysis on tne accident source term for core melt accident secuences.

ACRS Comment (page 10-2)
ntercict1ve Measures. Studies of the full range of interdictive measures

witn emonasts on tneir suitacility for given sites and means for their
imorovement are needed. Accompanying this research should be a reevaluation
of Protective Action Guides and tne initiation of research to develoo a better
scientific basis for their establishment.

RES Resoonse
A stucy oy Sandia Lacs and PAS (NUREG/CR-1433) has been comoleted on a
cost / benefit analysis of using Potassium Iodide as an emergency protective
measure for the general puolic. In accition, work has been initiated to
determine the potential benefit of taking ad-hoc resairatory protection
measures during an accident suen as breathing through a nanckerchief or towel.
PAS is also sponsoring an effort to covelop a set of realistic accident
scenarios to be used in testing state emergency plans.

Accitional researen is planned, as a part of the FY 1980 secolemental bucget,
to evaluate cotantial emergency resconse and planning at Feceral, State, and
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local levels. These will include consideration of interdictive measures.
Also technipal assistance projects and staff efforts in other NRC offices are |

*being applied to EPA /FRC review of Protective Action Guides. ;

Recovery and Reentry Phase Following Accident. Further investigations of -
!..

improvec measures nat algns ce implementeo in the recovery and reentry phase ;
'following an accident must be made. This program should include evaluations

of designs and procedures to facilitate the decontamination and recovery of
sajor nuclear power plant systems. It snould also include research on
procedures to aid decisions by medical and other authorities concerning the i
affected offsite population; methods for decontaminating and reclaiming '

offsite land, bui.cings and equipment; and the estaclishment of dose limits or !

quices for population groups desiring to return to areas that have been
evacuated.

.

RES Rosconse
Researen to accumulate physical data on the nature and extent of core damage
and fission product deposition and plateout at THI is being planned and
pursued jointly by NRC, 00E, EPRI and GPU. The information provided by these
studies concerning fission product benavior and accident source terms is
excectad to be valuaale for planning emergency response, recovery and reentry
procedures and for planning additional researen.

The NRC is reviewing the E?A-FRC Protective Action Guides (PAG) and Part 140
of Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations pertaining to extraordinary nuclear
events. Decontamination methodology studies have been directed to nuclear
systems and have not included off-site land, buildings or equipment. These
subjects will be considered in future planning to determine wnat researcs is
neecac to imorove NRC emergency response, decisionmaking and guidance.

The authonity for granting reentry to an area that has been evacuated is
vested in ne State government. There are in EPA-FRC PAG No. 7, strontium 39-90
and cesium 137 limits in soil whien are apolicable to long term residence in
contaminated soil areas. The limits are such that the resulting exposure to
acult bone marrow or wnele body dose not exceed 0.E rad in tne first year anc,
similarly, the dose to bone marrow or whole body to an infant shall not exceed
0.2 rad in the first year. Additionally, the EPA has ouolished precosed
E?A-FRC Guidance on Oose Limits for Persons Excosed to Transuranic Elements in
tne General Environment wnich is aoolicaole to releases to the environment
from accidents. The NRC emergency planning guide takes into account One
EPA-FRC Protective Action Guices regarding limiting cirect exposure to tne
plume, and shielcing afforded by cwellings, and is coordinating with the
CHEW-Food and Drug Acministration all matters related to safe food suoply.
OCE-NRC researen is stucying soil plant untake of racionuclides and tne -

effects of various soil treatment and agricultural practices on the rate of
transfer of radionuclides from contaminated soils to food crops whicn will be

acclicaole to regulatory guidance on use of contaminated agricultural lands.
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10.3.3 Items within the Research Procram that are Considered of Low Priority
ACR5 Comment (page 10-3)
The ACR5 does not believe that there is an urgent need for emphasis on *

research to improve the models for describing low level airborne or liquid .

radionuclide releases from nuclear power plants under routine conditions.
..This is especially true relative to refinements in the calculations that

support 10 CFR 50, Appendix I.

RES Resoonse
Ine researcn being conducted to provide data and models to support NRC's
assessment of licensees' compliance with Appendix I requirements has been
undertaken in response to continuing requests from the licensing staff. In
conducting this research, we have noted that comD11ance with Appendix I can
only be assessed througn the use of models. Thus, the accuracy of the input
data to predictive models and the models themselves are essential elements in
the licensing review.

Several programs are being conducted to suoport Appendix I. An in plant
measurement program is being conducted to validate the quantities and
characteristics of PWR effluents in support of a revision of Reg. Guide 1.1.
RES is also developing a liquid pathway mocal which will include sorption on
sediments in predicting radionuclide transport. This work is necessary to
upgrade Reg. Guide 1.113 and NUREG-0140, which omit consideration of radio-
nuclide transoort via sediments in demonstrating compliance with Accendix I.
On going modelling and validation of atmospneric transoort processes out to
50 miles (as required by Accendix I) and locally, with a variety of topograohic
conditions, are also being continued. *

In evaluating these programs, it should be noted that the data being develooed
also support regulatory assessments other than those related exclusively to
Apoendix f. The in-plant measurement program is providing information on crud
benavior and on the performance efficiencies of gaseous and liquid effluent
treatment systems under a variety of ocerating conditions. Suen data can be
applied to required occucational exposure assessments and to establishing
decontamination requirements. The atmosoneric and liquid patnway modelling
efforts also suoport assessments of accident impacts, emergency planning and
intarcietive seasures. For these reasons we believe that not only are these
researca programs needed to succort the licensing staff in public nearings,
but they are also developing hign quality data acclicaole to a variety of
other regulatory cojectives.
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Chapter 11. FUEL CYCLE

11.3 Comments
ACR5 Coment (page 11-1)
Decommissioning. The ACRS believes that the research on decommissioning of -

fuel cycle fat.lities is important and should be funded above the level
planned by the NRC. More emchasis should be given to researen on the problems
of dec:mmissioning or long-term care of shallow land burial sites.

RE5 Resconse
untii recently, RES was unable to initiate research in this area becauce user
office endorsement had not been obtained. In early Ff 1980, however, a user
need for fuel cycle facility decommissioning research was received from NMSS,
and we are proceeding with immediate imolementation. A total of 5300K is
availaole in FY 1981 for research on fuel fabrication and chemical plant
decommissioning. These studies are planned to extend for more than three
years and will include on-site measurements. Althougn program c:sts are
projectad to be somewhat greater in FY 1982 and 33, the Ff 1981 funds aopear
to be adequate for program startuo. The cecommissioning of icw level waste
burial sitas is discussed in Chaoter 12.

ACRS Comment (page 11-1)
5afety 5vstem Performance. The ACRS believes that more work is needed t:
assure acecuate performance of safety systems wnen they are called ucon. For
examole, more information is neecea on conditions that adversely affect air
filter system capacility and on testing metnods to confirm that satisfactory
performance capacility exists.

RES Rescanse
Researen was initiated in FY 1979 to evaluate realistically facility ecuipment

!responses during accidents which could lead to significant off-site releases
of radian'uclices. One of the areas of investigation cov.ers possible failure i

modes of ventilation and filtration systams. COE has researen in progress to
|evaluate the effects of exolosions in fuel cycle facilities.

ACRS Comment (page 11-1)
Effiuent control. The ACRS believes that the researen effort on effluent
control snoula :e augmented. Increased amenasis is neeced on :ne arcolem of
racioactive gasacus wastes with rescect to tneir removal, confinement, and
long-term storage or disposal.

RE5 Reconse
nE?A f11 tars aged in actual fuel cycle facilities are being testec as part of
the program icentified aoove under effluent control researen. However, tnese
tasts will not in themselves provide cefinitive data on the effects of tne
c:molate range of possible cegracing environments. An initial effcrt to
concuct suca tasts and evaluata testing metnads to confirm filter system
performance cay be initiated in Ff 1981 as : art of tne effluent control
project if funcs are availaole. In Ff 1981, our succort will =e only 5300K
insteac of the 5750K tnat could nave :een availaole if tne orginally plannec
Ff 1981 cucget nad not teen cut because of overall fiscal c:nstraints. One of

|
|
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the projects deleted was intended to evaluate the effectiveness of collection
and onsita storage of gaseous radionuclides. If funds should become available,
we will initiate research in this area in FY 1981. Work is also being done by
RES on the risks of the removal, confinement, storage, and disposal of gaseous
wastes.

,.

11.4 Recommendttien
ACRS secommenoition (page 11-1)
The ACAS recommenos that more emanasis be given to research areas citad in
Section E 41; this can be accommodated by decreased effort on transportation
research.

RES Resoonse
RE5 coes not believe it would be crudent, at this time, to reduce its efforts
in transportation research. Over the last several years there nas been increasing
concern on the part of the public and the Congress regarding the safety of
transoorting radioactive materials. These concerns promoted the Commission to
initiate an evaluation of its regulation from a risk carscective. Although
this evaluation (NUREG-0170) indicated that under existing NRC regulations the
transcortation of radioactive materials presents a very small risk to the
public health ano safety, the NMSS staff concluded, and the Commission concurred,
in the need to develop additional information relative to protection of the
public against hign consequence accicents without regard to their predicted
frequency of occurrence. Accordingly, RES was requested to develoo, if possible,
an cotimum comoination of package test requirements and acceptance standards
wnicn would reflect a cost effective balance between current packaging technology,
severe accident environments and the risk to the pucile healta and safety.
The central research requirement is to conduct ohysical testing of snipoing
packages; nowever, the comolex relationships among tne various parameters
makas it advantageous to conduct the program as an integratec research activity
rather than as a mixture of research, technical assistance and staff actions.
An imcortant element in the acceptacility of the revised regulations will be
the aoility of the NRC to demonstrate the technical basis for their develocment.
We snare with NMSS the belief that this program is essential to succort future
regulatory decisions in the area of transportation.

_
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Chapter 12. WASTE MANAGEMENT

12.2 General
ACR5 Comment (page 12-1)
In its 1978 report (NUREG-0496) to the Congress, the ACRS critici:ed the NRC -

for the poor formulation and management of research work on waste management
proolems and for the inadequata rate of progress. Similar criticism was
expressed by the ACRS to the NRC in the July 1979 report (NUREG-0603). In
NUREG-0603 the ACRS added that upgrading was needed in the NRC research staff
capability.

The ACRS believes that the NRC has taken positive steps to improve this
situation. Staff caoability has improved; however, more is needed. Com-
mendable progress :s also being made toward imoreved assessment and selection
of researen; furthe attention, however, is neeced on this matter, especially
the ordering of priorities.

RES Rescanse

We recognize tne need to imoreve our canability to assign priorities to our
RES anc NMSS staff are currently working together to identify andresearch.

assign priorities to tachnical issues associated with the imolementation of
craft rule 10 CFR 60, and to identify relatad research requirements. The
assignment of priorities to research is on the basis of tne importance of eacn
of the technical issues to the regulatory process and the comolecion date
required for the researen results,to be useful. As we currently formulate 3ur
five year plan for research, priorities are being reviewed from a broader
perspective, taking into account NRC's long range researen neecs.

12.3 Comments
12.3.1 Mian Level Waste (HLW)
ACR5 Comment (page 12.-1)
ine ACR5 ceifeves that work in this area, inclucing that related to the
ultimata disposal of spent fuel, has hign priority anc that acequate funcing
is recessary for its timely completion. It is therefore urgent that the NRC
develop detailed criteria and procedures needed to evaluate: (1) the
suitacility of a HLW package for ultimata disposal, and (2) the licensacility
of a geologic site as a recository for HLW packages. Some of the unique
tecnnical proolems with respect to tne latter task may require further
augmentation of Staff cacability, for examole, accea excertise in geological
sciences and engineering.

RE5 Resconse
Researen is ceing conducted to succort the formulation of cetailed criteria
anc procacures neeced to evaluate the licensaoility of a geologic site as a
recesitory for HLW packages. Current researen projects at the University of
Ari:ena involve formulation of basic understanding governing grouncwater, rock
mass sealing, anc evaluation of geachysical methocs for site enaracteri:stion.

A major researen effort to design and estaolish field test facilitfos for
large-scale in-situ experiments in rocx mecnanics, hycrology, and geocnemist y,
is presently oeing consicered. ;
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Researen requirements have also been identified as a result of the joint
RES/NMSS/0SD study of information needs for licensing under rule 10 CFR 60.
These research requirements have been taken into account in the RES five year
plan. Additional research projects based on this review will be initiated in
the near future, as RES resources permit.

-

With respect to staff augmentation, we intend to hire a geological engineer
and, if possible, a sining engineer and a systems analyst.

The products from the risk assessment methodology development projects for
High Level Waste and Spent Fuel include licensing tools and procedures whicn
are being used by the NRC Interoffice Waste Management Modeling Group to
assist in the development of detailed criteria and procedures needed to
evaluate the licensaoility of a geologic site as a repository for HLW packages.
The sensitivity analysis methods developed in these projects are giving
insignt 2.1tc the importance of the 1eachanility of the waste form. Therefore,

.

this work is exoected to shed light on the imoortanca to risk of the retention
cacabilities of the wasta and its packaging material. Expertise in geological
sciences is now included in the qualification descriptions used in the
recruitment of risk assessment personnel for work in the area of fuel cyclerisk applications.

The suitacility of a HLW package for ultimate disposal can be evaluated by
considering: (1) the long-term stability of the wasta package uncer repository
conditions, and (2) design and engineered features of HLW packages with respect
to safe handling curing ooeration. The tecnnical data needed to formulate the
evaluation critaria on long-term stanility of the wasta package will be
developea througn material science and taennology research. A limitec material
researen program is currently underway: additional work will be initiatad
curing the coming year to test the duracility of various wasta forms and wasta
package comoonents and to identify thermocynamic, kinetic, anc other pnysical/
chemical processes and mechanisms by which the waste package material may
cegrade. Mocals will be developed to preciet the long-term stacility
(~ 1000 years) of the waste package, based on the degradation mechanisms
identifiea. The secarate effects of eacn attributa such as temoerature,
pressure, solution chemistry, anc radiation will be quantified witn resoect to
overall material characteristics and provide a data base for quality control
and assuranca standards. This work will take several years, througn FY 1987.

The stata-of-tachnology for safe hancling of racioactive packages sucn as
spent fuels anc low-level wastas will be acplicacle at least in part to HLW
package design. However, the existing tecnnology will be critically reviewed
with respect to adaptability to HLW package hancling sucn as underground
oceracility. Consecuencas of various hancling accicents will se evaluated for
tne estanlishment of package design critaria. Work will begin in FY 1982 and
provice results in tne 1984-1985 time frame.

;
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12.3.2 Low level Waste (LLW)
ACR5 Comment (page 12-2)
The ACR5 considers this a hign priority item. Although the planned FY 1981
funding by NRC for LLW research once signt have been considered to be adequate,
certain recent events suggest this may no longer be true. Experience has

-

shown the need for better bases to enhance the guidance of LLW management,
such as in recovery operations after a reactor accident. The ACRS believes
also that more researen is neeced to provide better rationale anc wicer
tecnnical bases for the development of detailed site selection critaria and
better procedures to assess the suitability of sites and site practices in the
licensing and operation of commercial snallow land burial facilities for LLW.
This information is urgently needed in order tnat additional acceptable sites
can be expeditiously selected, evaluated, and licensed. Sites that are
acceptaole for this purpose can provide the needed flexibiliy to accommodate
large wasta volumes and shipoing rauta alternatives.

RES Resoonse

Fleio tas:s to assess tne suitability of selection criteria are underway at
two existing eastern LLW sitas. The stucies include assessments of erosion
rates, cnaractari:ation of degraded wastes in trenches, hydrological measure-
ments in botn the saturated and unsaturated Iones, comparison of distribution
coefficients for different chemical soecies of racionuclides, incluainq
comparison of formation from field and laboratory tasts, and the effects of
vegetation on radionuclide migration. The data cotained from the field work
will be used to test existing and proposed predictive models and to aid in
identifying important parameters of sites and their environs relative to
ensuring control of racionuclide migration and maintenance of the integrity of
the facility. We plan to extend the studies to otner sites, including western,
ario sitas. In addition, we will assess geopnysical instruments and metaccs
for site enaractari:ation anc radiometric instruments for wasta package and
site monitoring. We are currently funding an evaluation study of pulsed racar
metnods for suasurface profiling of shallow land burial sitas; it will be
comoleted in FY 1981.

Current research is focused on factors that can imcreve the safety of snallow
land burial througn battar trench cao design, grouting, comoaction anc main-
tanance to prevent creation of voics that can leac to collacse and infiltration
of water. Ongoing tasts of the effectiveness of i=oreved trench cao designs
will incluco the use of non-radioactive, non-toxic tracars of water movement.
I:;c:ve! ! sng term isolation can be expected. Decommissioning (closure) is
also soecifically being studied.

i

ACRS Comment (page 12-2) l

icecific areas of researen needed relative to LLW management include:

(a) Tecnniques far recucing the volume of low-level .asta as well as the
exoloration of altarnatives to shallow land burial as a metacc for
ciscosal.
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(b) Field monitoring equipment to evaluate the acceptanility of LLW packages
as receivec at a disposal site, including their content of free standingliquids.

(c) Methods for negating the influence of cnolating agents, commonly used in
~raofonuclide decontamination operations, in terms of later migration of

radio nuclides within and from a disposal site.

(c) Criteria for permitting public access to facilities formerly usec in
nuclear work, and development of associated field monitoring equipment to
assure compliance with the criteria.

RES Resoonse
(a) Elimination of unnecessary waste generation and a reduction in the volume

of the wasta once it is generated can help in ameliorating waste storage
and cisposal capacity shortages.

The cecision to use specific volume recuction techniques is a complex one
and requires an evaluation of many variaoles keyed to the specific wastes
ahicn tne licensees expect to generate. This decision involves consider-
ation of not only the oevious benefits, but also the acverse consecuences.
Because many of the volume reduction tecnnicues are under cevelopment,
coerating experience in full-scale acolications is limited. Volume
recuction of some high activity wastes may yield a product which has a
higner radioactivity concentration than is acceptable for disposal by
shallow land burial. Utilization of volume reduction systems may also
increase the recuirements for maintenance activities and protection
against occuoational exoosures. Most systems nave restrictions
concerning the type of waste handled, recuiring segregation of some
wastes wnica coula reduce tne performance of tne system. The additional
handling involved can increase occucational exoosures. The potential for
incr' ease in airoorne releases from volume reduction facilities must also
be considered.

Numerous volume reduction studies have been initiated oy 00E anc
incustry. NRC is presently sponsoring a stucy to define and assess the
processes availaole for recucing wasta v'olume and to crovide economic
ovaluations of several of these. The stucy is scheculed for comcletion
in May 1980. Waste forms resulting from volume reduction metnods, suen
as incineration, will be tested anc evaluatec uncer an ongoing NRC
researen program, as samoles become availaole from 00E anc commercial
volume recuction development programs. The ongoing assessment of
geologic alternatives to shallow lanc burial will identify by If 1982
geologic alternatives judgea to be feasible and cost effective.
Seginning in FY 1983, fielo tests will ce startec to provice soecific
information for eacn disposal method to provice a casis for a comoarison
of the alternatives. This researen will include considerations of site
suitacility, facility design anc operation, monitoring, and facility
closure for eacn of tne alternative metnocs. During FY 1984-1985, there
will :e a transition from emanasis on researen for snallow lanc turial to
facilities in caeoer geologic media. During tnat period, a feasibility
stucy for engineered storage will also be initiatec.
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(b) A non-castructive method for measuring free-standing water in drums has
been developed by Westinghouse, Hanfore, under a 00E contract. We are
presently consicering a stucy that includes evaluation of the effectiveness
and reliacility of radiation monitoring methods.

(c) The draft regulation for d'sposal of low-level radioactive waste,10 CFR
.

Part 51, includes a provision that .ould require treatment of wastes
containing chelating or organic material to eliminate the potential for
interaction of radionuclides to form stable conolexes that could increase
tne ecoility of the radionuclides. NMS$ is making a preliminary
assessment of methods for achieving tnis requirement througn a technical
assistance contract. One of tne coject es of this contract is to
identify NRC's research requirements. nose requirements will be taken
into account in our RES program plans as tney become identified.

(d) RES is now evaluating the adequacy of technical information recuired for
permitting puolic access to cecommissioned sitas. In the meantime, we
will continue to provide the Office of Standarcs Deve1coment with neeced
technical succort in this area.

12.4 Recommendations .

AC.a5 aecommencation (pages 12-2 and 12-3)
in view of tne growth rate of NRC's researcn in this area (from 54.5 million
in FY 1979 to 38.5 million proposed for Ff 1980 to 313.5 million requested in
FY 1981), the ACRS is still concerned acout one adecuacy or mancower anc
excertise availaole in RES and in the Office of Nuclear Material Safety and
Safeguarcs (NMS$) to manage One program effectively and yet stay acreast of
important cavelopments that occur outside the NRC, for examole, in 00E and in
foreign countries. The ACRS believes that additional staff cacacilities anc
technical expertise are urgently needed in :nis area and, therefore, recommencs
tnat the NRC be authori:ed and funded to exoand the technical staff for this
program by at least five pecole acove the fifteen now proposed.

.

RES Resconse

ne agree witn and ancerse these views of the AC25. However, we also
understand that the NRC as a whole has only limitec resources, anc tne
decision as to now they should me deoloyec cost to meet the overall needs of
tne agency is one that can only be made by the Commission, witn wnese decision
we concur.

l
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Chapter 13. SAFEGUARDS-

-

13.4 Recommendations
ACRS Recommencation (pages 13-2 and 13-3)
All of tne projects proposed are needed to meet safeguards requirements. In " -

:
many instances more rapid progress would be desirable; wnereas slower progress
would scarcely seem to be acceptanle. The ACRS considers the proposed level
of funding to be marginal, but adequate.

It is recommended that possible conflicts between desirable safegn rds
requirements and essential coerational safety requirements te identified and

,

I

resolved, and that human response in the context of proposed mechanical and
procedural safeguards provisions should be studied. Worx in these areas
precaoly could be accommodated within the proposed budget by some curtailment
of that presently planned for other projects under Alternative Strategies
(See:1on 13).

RES Resoonse
we agree tnat current spending is at about the minimum acceptacle level. Our
reasons for this judgment are related to the NRC user succort pnilosogny which
nas heavily conditioned the NRC program. Research in evaluative methods,
whien has been the heart of our program, has a high degree of user acceptance
and is ceing tested by the NM55 staff to determine the utility of these
research prooucts to support the imolementation of upgrade rules, particularly
73.55. The staff has also incorporated research results as a means of
accressing the inspection and enforcement problems of NFS, Erwin.

' e also agree that more raofd progress would be possible if funding levels.

were nigner, and we have user succort requests to back this judgment. Slower
crogress connotes only a prolongation of the sucjective judgment approach to )
evaluatico of licensee response to upgrade rules in the areas of physical
protection, contingency planning, and guard training.

The staff currently has no objective means by wnich the safeguards researen
efforts can be directly comoared with general safety researen or environmental
researen. Thus, assignment of priorities to our Safeguards program is by its
nature subjective. However, the Committee's recosunendations to curtail I

projects under " Alternative Strategies'' may not be feasible. Alternative
strategies traditionally cover safeguards research not directly associated
with evaluation metnods. The projects under this heading have always teen
strongly user-sucported because they have been very responsive to urgent needs
of the user offices. RES concurs with the NM55 position and recommends that
no funds be deleted from this program in FY 1981.

|
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Chapter 14 RISK ASSESSMENT

We appreciate the strong endorsement of our risk assessment program by the -

ACRS.

14.2 General
ACRS Comment (page 14-1) !

The ACRS strongly supports the planned growth in this research program. 1

Furthermore, in its recommendations for new directions in research (Chapter 2), l
the ACRS identified several additional areas wnich can logically me located in !this program. These matters include studies of the courses of serious |
accidents, inadequacies in the single failure critation, and the effects of '

the considerations of serious accicents on siting criteria. The ACRS therefore i

believes that this research program should receive some of the funding whien
can be reallocated from the proposed reduction in the succort of LCFT.

RES Reseense
The present researen program is not pursuing this general area just as tne
ACRS recemmends. The ACRS rec:mmended a series of analytical studies for
the course of serious accidents, f.e., those seyond the design casis. RES
has segmented this worx into a numeer of areas, all related to the course of

iserious ac:idents. These include tne IRE.3, meenanistic studies of plant
accident sequences such as total system blackout, the work on filtered vented
containments, and the develcomnent of instrumentation to help diagnose anc
follow the course of such serious accidents.

The ! REP (Intarim Reliability Evaluation Program) has been discussed with
the ACRS. It is directed toward discovering the principal causes and
secuences that lead to serious ac:idents. It should greatly increase
our understancing of the courses cut not of the pnenomenology
of the serious ac:icents.

Separate mechanistic studies have begun to analyze a few serious ac:ident
scenarios suen as total station blacxcut, to discover the likely course
of events and, in the case of blackout, the point of no return for damage
to the core and other sytems. The worn on filtared vented containments is
directed tcward that risk significant end of the scenario, the containment
reac-ion. This worx is analyzing core melt ac:icents from an intact
gecmetry using MARCH-CCRRAL.

The covelopment of serious accident instrumentation is right now directed
toware those parameters in serious scenarios wnich are needed for diagnosis
of the ac:1 dent situation and to monitor recovery from it.

Consecuences of serious ac:fdents will be studied for existing reactor sitas
to rank the sitas anc crovice rec:mmencations and incut for siting critaria.
Planning is c:molete, and initial efforts have begun in :nis area.

la.3 Ccmments
| ACR$ C:mment (a) (page 14-1)

ine interim Reitaoility Evaluation Pr gram nas censiceracle potantial for an
iscertant c:ntribution to the imorevement of the safety of existing reactors
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and should receive high priority. The nuclear industry should initiate and
place emphasis on its own concurrent program in order to evaluate more quickly
reactor design aspects which can and should be improved in a timely fashion.

-

RES Resoonse
The IREP was initiated to apoly existing risk assessment techniques to each of
the commercial lignt water reactor plants in the U.S. The objectives are to
identify particularly high-risk accident sequences at individual plants and to
develop a cadre of experienced practitioners of these safety analysis
tecnniques. This program has been given the highest priority within the PAS.
Funds for early initiation of this program during FY 1980 have been obtained
by postponing planned new initiatives having a lower priority, and by reducing
planned funding for selected projects where a slower rate of accomplishment
could ce tolerated. It will be necessary to have frequent contacts with the .
nuclear industry during the conduct of IREP, and we are exploring the pos-

; sibility of requesting the owner of each utility to participate in the program
by assigning an operatiens engineer to the plant IREP team. We agree strongly
with the statement of the ACRS quoted above that industry should use proc-
acilistic analysis anc risk assessment techniques to assist in the evaluation
of reactor designs and of operational history. PAS is also working on the.

,

deveicoment of standard procedures for IREP studies that will lend themselves
to isolementation by licensees as well as by NRC staff analysts and NRC
contractor. There have alreacy been a nuncer of contracts with owners of
reactors and their contractors to cooperate with industry efforts in ris<
assessment.

AC25 Comment (b) (page 14-1)
Priority snoulc be given to an evaluation of flood models and to a more
realistic examination of potential on-site and off-site effects of a large
release af radioactive material, including possible decontamination measures.

RE5 Rosconse
witnin ene methocology develcoment effort of PAS /RES, we have been develocing
methoos to evaluate the frequency of occurrence of severe ficcas. In accition,
PAS /RES has been attempting to develop more realistic methods for examining
the potential effects of a larger release of radioactive material. We calieve
that the priorities we have assigned are consistant with the ACRS recommencation
in this area. ,

'

I
The General Reactor Safety Research (GRSR) program within RES is currently

|involved in a project on " Flood Hazards and Flooding Effects," wnica is
i

related, in part, to the issue of floods causing serious reactor accicents ;
resulting in large radioactive release and subsecuent contamination througn
the liquid pathway. The essential elements of this stucy are: (1) proca-
bilistic models of flood na:ards incorporating mixed events and site 1ccations,
(2) probacilistic models for flood protection structures, and (3) procacilities
of radioactive release due to failure of protective structures. Ocerating
plants will be categori:ec, based on site locations, and they will e evaluated
further to catarmine the procacility of. racicactive release as functions of

iwater levels. These procacilities will then be camcared with the flood
iorotection available in current design in order to cetermine the available

( margins of protection.
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ACRS Comnwnt (c) (eace 14-1)
The topics rajating to reactor systams analysis and licensing succort should
include tne early development of an improved altarnative to the single-failurecritarion.

PE5 Resoonse .

Ihe various reliability analyses already done and now underway such as the
I. REP continue to show the need for an alternative to the single failure critarion.
It is not clear at this time wnether the alternative oath should be toward
quantitative reliability standards for review or for a multiple failure deter-
miaistic approach wnose structure is based on generic reliacility analyses.

It is now intended that at each major milestone in the IREP, suggestions will
be .nade to NRR by RES on enanges to the review process. The early excerience
gained in the Auxiliary Feecwater System studies in 1979 produced reliability
based changes in the detarministic licensing review of'those systems. Later
dis:.Jssions nave raised the possibility of scaling the numoer and nature of
postulated failures to the procacility of the initiating event being considered.

RES is also pursing the development of quantitative risk standards not only
for health effects out for plant damage or failure evaluations. If sucn
standards appear useful in the review process soon, RES will procosa their
adooti:n either to reolace or to sucolement detarministic review procasses.

ACRS Comment (d) (page 14-1)
ine wors on nuclear fuel cycle risk should include a focus that *fil provide
the NRC with imoreved bases for the promulgation of criteria for ultimata
disposal of nign level wastas.

RES Resconsa

The work on nuclear fuel cycla risk alreacy includes a focus saecifically
designed *.o provide imorevec bases for the promulgation of critaria for ultimate
discosal of nign level wastas. This focus is the Interoffica Wasta Management
Mocaling Grouc (I'nMG). The IWG is composed of staff from NMSS, CSD, RES, and
NRR, and its ocjectives are to: (a) build in-house expertise with the risk
assessment models, (b) uncerstand the capacilities and limitations of the risk
assessment setnocolcgy, and (c) document the results of a series of increasingly
comclex preolems culminating in the safety assessment of a recository sita.

ACRS Comment f e) (;: age 'A-2)
0:ner mat.ars wnica should be adcressed include projects to orovice information
neecs outlined in the "Recort of the Siting Policy Task Force" (NUREG-0625),
and to provice cata for assessing the advantages ana disacvantages of multi-unit
versus single-unit sitas.

RE5 Resconse
A croject is uncerway to validate the sita ;:oculation data to be used in
assassing the sita critaria. New metecrological data for the sitas is also
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being collected. Planning is underway to develop the multi-objective
programming approach for assessing the costs / benefit of various siting
alternatives including multi unit versus single-unit sites.

ACRS Comment (f) (page 14-2)
'

The ACR5 nas previously recommended that the NRC attempt to develop quantitative
risk acceptance criteria for puclic comment and for review by the Congress
itself. The ACRS believes that this effort should be given hign priority,
well beyond that afforded it thus far by the NRC.

RES Resconse
Tne present methods of establishing quantitative risk critaria essentially
involve consensus estimation by committee or special task force. Develocment
of quantitative risk criteria by expressed preference and decision-theoretic -

.

approaches, developed in the earlier "How Safe is Safe Enougn" project needs
to be apolied to broaden the sethods of arriving at quantitative criteria. We
have developed a new project to accomplisn this. This project would have two
distinct phases: (1) the expressed preference phase in which surveys were'

taxen and analy:ed, and (2) the decision-theoretic pnase. This project would
essentially acoly the general sethods discussed in the "How Safe is Safe
Enougn" project. This program is being actively succorted by a variety of
professional disciplines and professional engineering societies. Peer review
functions are to be provided by tne National Scienca Foundation, the National
Acacemy of Science, and the American Statistical Association. Interest has
been expressed by the Organi:ation for Economic Cooperation and Development to
participate actively in arranging for international ciscussions of the
fundamental issues related to the develcoment of numerical risk criteria.
These discussions will be exceptionally beneficial in estantisning guicelines
for the required methocologies and techniques, and in attaining ultimate

,

international accord. '

We believe that this area is being given acpropriately high priority in our
|overall program, and we will be discussing the possible studies with the ACRS

in the near future.
,

i
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